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2 KENNETH STEPHENSON1. Introduction and Main Theorem1.1. Opening Remarks. This paper concerns the approximation of analytic func-tions using certain con�gurations of circles called \circle packings", which were �rstintroduced by William Thurston in connection with studies of 3-manifolds. In [30,Chp. 13], he interpreted results of E. M. Andreev [2, 3] concerning hyperbolic poly-hedra in terms of circles on the Riemann sphere and found that patterns of circleswith prescribed tangency relationships form very rigid structures. This rigidity is rem-iniscent, at the discrete level, of the rigidity enjoyed by analytic functions vis-a-visin�nitesimal circles, and apparently lead Thurston to the conjecture which is the sub-ject of this paper. In a lecture entitled \The Finite Riemann Mapping Theorem,"presented at the Bieberbach Conference in 1985, Thurston suggested that the confor-mal mapping of a bounded simply connected plane domain 
 onto the unit disc D canbe approximated by manipulating hexagonal circle packings lying in 
.The Thurston conjecture, as stated, was con�rmed by Burt Rodin and Dennis Sul-livan [26], with a proof relying heavily on the hexagonal nature of the circle con�gura-tions. This hexagonal restriction, however, was not a part of the underlying intuition,and the original purpose of this paper, whose main result was announced in [29], wasto prove Thurston's conjecture under much weaker combinatoric hypotheses. As ithappens, the topic has progressed and our main result can be proven by what areessentially the Rodin/Sullivan arguments (see [18]); indeed, a yet stronger version hasnow been proven by Z-X. He and Oded Schramm in [21]. Nonetheless, the proof here,which rests on probabilistic methods involving random walks, provides a unique viewinto the dynamics of individual circle packings, giving an insight not available with theother approaches to the topic. These dynamics suggest a route to more quantitativeresults related to harmonic measure, area distortion, and so forth. Moreover, the pa-rameterized families of Markov processes introduced here provide a rich and interestingsource of geometrically based processes which may be of independent interest.We begin with a statement of the main result in a way which avoids the formali-ties needed later. We then outline our strategy for the proof, stating in particular aKey Lemma whose veri�cation requires the main e�ort of the paper | it is only inthis lemma that the arguments diverge from those used by Rodin and Sullivan in thehexagonal case. We conclude the introductory section by commenting on possible di-rections for future work, particularly regarding a second aspect of circle packing whichhas developed since Thurston's talk. This concerns discrete analogues of parts of clas-sical complex function theory. It is quite distinct in character from the approximationtheorem which is our objective here; but we require several of its results along the way,so some references to the literature on this developing analogy are given.1.2. Statement of the Main Theorem. Let P denote a �nite collection of circlesin the plane having mutually disjoint interiors. A geometric 2-complex is formedas follows: Place a vertex at the center of each circle and a euclidean line segmentbetween the centers of any two tangent circles; for each mutually tangent triple of



CIRCLE PACKINGS 3circles whose interstice contains no other circles of P , place a euclidean triangle usingthe three centers as vertices. We're interested in circles which are packed together sothat this geometric complex triangulates a simply connected closed region; then P istermed a circle packing and the geometric complex is called its carrier, carr (P ).De�nitions will necessarily be more formal later, but Figure 1 should convey the basicidea. The set of circle centers from P is denoted cent (P ). Circles on the edge of Pare boundary circles, the others are interior. A ower consists of a circle and itsimmediate neighbors, called petals. We use the notationmesh (P ) in referring to the(euclidean) radius of the largest circle in P .

Figure 1. Example of a circle packing and it Andreev packing.To keep track of the combinatorics associated with a circle packing, we introducethe complex of P , to be denote by K. This is an abstract oriented simplicial 2-complex equivalent to carr (P ); indeed, the latter should be thought of as a simplicialembedding of K in the plane. Boundary circles of P are associated with boundaryvertices of K, interior circles with interior vertices, and so forth. The degree of avertex of K is the number of neighboring vertices, and deg (K) is the maximum of thedegrees of its vertices. The circle packing P is said to be hexagonal if every interiorvertex of K has degree 6, and every boundary vertex has degree no more than 6. Twocircle packings P1; P2 are combinatorially equivalent precisely if they have the sameabstract complex.Given a circle packing P , there exists a circle packing eP in the unit disc D whichhas the same complex as P but whose boundary circles are internally tangent to theunit circle. (This follows from a result of Koebe [22], but was observed more recentlyby Thurston [30, Chp. 13].) Being combinatorial equivalent, there is a correspondence



4 KENNETH STEPHENSONc  ! ~c between circles of P and eP , so that two circles are tangent in P if and onlyif their counterparts are tangent in eP . With normalizations to be speci�ed shortly, ePis unique and we call it the Andreev packing for P . The packing on the right inFigure 1 is the Andreev packing associated with the packing on the left.In the sequel, 
 will be a bounded and simply connected open set in the plane,z0; z1 2 
 two distinquished points. We will be considering circle packings P lying in
 and their associated Andreev packings eP in D. It will be an unstated assumptionthat z0; z1 2 carr (P ), with z0 and z1 in the owers of distinct interior circles c0 andc1. We may modify eP by applying a M�obius transformation of D, if necessary, so that~c0 is centered at the origin and ~c1 is centered on the positive real axis. With thesenormalizations, we de�ne two functions associated with P :(1). The simplicial homeomorphism fP : carr (P ) �! carr ( eP ) is de�nedby mapping the center of each circle c of P to the center of its counterpart ~cin eP and then extending via euclidean barycentric coordinates to a piecewisea�ne mapping on the carrier of P (i.e. a�ne on each face).(2). The ratio function f#P : cent (P ) �! (0;1) is de�ned at the center �of a circle c of P by f#P (�) = ~�=�, where � is the euclidean radius of c and ~�is the euclidean radius of its counterpart ~c.It is the simplicial mappings fP which Thurston proposes as approximations to theconformal mapping of 
 onto D. This is con�rmed in ourMain Theorem . Let fPng be a sequence of circle packings with carriers lying in 
and satisfying the following conditions:(a). mesh (Pn)! 0 as n!1;(b). the sets fcarr (Pn)g exhaust 
;(c). there exists a constant 1 � Cr < 1 so that for any n, the ratio of theeuclidean radii of any two circles in Pn is no greater than Cr; and(d). there exists an integer d so that for any n, no circle of Pn has more thand neighbors.Let f ePng denote the associated Andreev packings and let ffng and ff#n g be the asso-ciated simplicial homeomorphisms and ratio functions, all as de�ned and normalizedabove.Then fn converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of 
, where f : 
 �! D de-notes the conformal mapping with f(z0) = 0 and f(z1) > 0. In addition, f#n convergesuniformly on compact subsets of 
 to jf 0j.



CIRCLE PACKINGS 5Conditions (a) and (b) tell us that we have increasingly �ne packings which are �ll-ing out 
; in particular, (b) means that they exhaust 
 in the sense of Carath�eodory,so every compact subset lies in carr (Pn) for su�ciently large n. Condition (c) is animportant condition which enters throughout our proof. It says that the circles com-prising each circle packing are comparably sized, and though we put no condition onthe constant Cr of comparability, it must be independent of n. Condition (d) says thatthe degree of the complex Kn associated with Pn is bounded by some integer d, inde-pendent of n. The existence of d follows easily from condition (c), and has been placedin the statement of the theorem for emphasis | it is the only nonobvious combinatoricrestriction on the circle packings Pn. The convergence of the ratio functions f#n to jf 0jis now quite easy to prove and is included here for completeness; see [14].In the original conjecture of Thurston [31], the Pn were taken to be hexagonal circlepackings, and for each n the circles of Pn were assumed to have identical radii. Thatcase [26, Theorem] follows from our Main Theorem when the constant Cr = 1. Theadded exibility allowed in Pn when Cr > 1 is reected both in variable circle size andin the combinatorics of the associated complex, Kn.1.3. Summary of the Proof. Our proof of the Main Theorem is independent of thehexagonal result of Rodin and Sullivan, but it relies on their overall strategy: One�rst shows via elementary geometric facts about owers of circles that the simplicialmappings fn have bounded distortion | they are uniformly �-quasiconformal on theirdomains carr (Pn) for some � � 1. By hypothesis, their domains exhaust 
, and it canbe shown using a length-area principle that their ranges exhaust D. As a consequenceof quasiconformality, the fn are equicontinuous on compact subsets of 
 and form anormal family. The additional mapping conditions and normalizations of the fn ensurethat the limit function f of any subsequence is a �-quasiconformal homeomorphismof 
 onto D mapping z0 to the origin and z1 to the positive axis. This much follows,by-and-large, as in [26], and we will wait on the details until Section 2. Instead, weemphasize theKey Lemma . Under the hypotheses of the Main Theorem, given a compact set E �
 and � > 0, there exists n0 so that the restriction of fn to int (E) is (1 + �)-quasiconformal for n > n0.With this, one concludes that the quasiconformal dilatation of fn goes to 1 on com-pacta as n!1, hence that the limit function f will be 1-quasiconformal. However, a1-quasiconformal mapping is conformal. We conclude that f must be the unique con-formal mapping of 
 onto D as claimed in the Main Theorem. The proof of Thurston'sconjecture will pivot, then, on the proof of the Key Lemma.1.4. Strategy for the Key Lemma. The main e�ort of the paper goes into a proofof the Key Lemma. One must show that for large n a triangle T deep within carr (Pn)is not greatly distorted by the mapping fn.



6 KENNETH STEPHENSONIn the original hexagonal argument of [26] and its extension in [18], veri�cationdepends squarely on a theorem of Sullivan regarding the uniqueness of in�nite circlepackings of the plane. Briey, their arguments prove that portions of the packingsPn and ePn behave, for large n, as though they were taken from a single in�nite pack-ing. In particular, the ratios of the radii of the circles associated with the triangleT in carr (Pn) will be approximately the same as for the corresponding triangle eT incarr ( ePn), implying that the distortion of fn on T will be small.Our proof of the Key Lemma concentrates on the angles of T . If one shows thatan angle of T approximates the corresponding angle of eT , then again the distortionof fn on T will be small and the Key Lemma follows. This is the principal themeof the paper: working in hyperbolic geometry, we carry out a thorough study of anindividual circle packing P and the dynamics associated with changes in its radii.As indicated, we want to compare a particular angle in some face of carr (P ) to thecorresponding angle in carr ( eP ). We accomplish this by �rst developing a di�erentiablepath of parameterized circle packings which starts with P and ends with eP ; we thenestimate the di�erential of the designated angle along the way. It turns out thatin�nitesimal radius changes in boundary circles as we move along this path have arippling e�ect on the radii of interior circles which works its way through the circlecon�guration much like electricity moves through an electrical circuit. We are able tomodel the dynamics at each in�nitesimal stage as a Markov process, or random walk.Based on this process we are able to establish a local Harnack inequality, allowingestimates on the di�erential of the particular angle being watched.With the details of the proof being rather involved, the author feels that a fullerdiscussion of the underlying intuition is important | particularly because these ideasmay be useful in further studies of circle packings. Therefore, Section 3 provides a moredetailed preview of the proof, aided by computer-generated illustrations intended toconvey the essential geometric insight. The proof itself requires the succeeding sixsections. The paper ends with Section 11, where a fuller discussion of the electricalanalogy is possible | it seems like an intuitively appealing and powerful model.In [18], Z-X. He and Rodin reprove our Main Theorem using the methods of [26]and also prove a stengthened version, removing hypothesis (c), using techniques of [17].The former method relies �nally on the Sullivan uniqueness result for circle packings ofthe plane, which was proven initially via Mostow rigidity, though it now follows fromSchramm [27]. The paper of He and Schramm [21] removes both hypotheses (c) and(d) and, through the use of �xed-point index arguments, removes the quasiconformalmapping arguments. It also obtains information on convergence of both �rst andsecond derivatives.The proof here is quite di�erent in character from these other approaches since itis based on an analysis of the dynamics of individual circle packings | an analysisintimately connected to their speci�c combinatorics. This puts in place machineryfor studying various and sundry aspects of circle packing. The proof of the Main



CIRCLE PACKINGS 7Theorem rests on estimates of certain \escape" probabilities which, via diagonalization,we reduce to the celebrated result of P�olya [25] regarding recurrence of the simplerandom walk on a two-dimensional lattice. If one could improve the analysis of theseescape probabilities, one should be able to remove hypotheses (c) and (d) and establishthe stronger version due to He/Schramm via these same probabilistic methods.1.5. Closing Comments. Circle packing, though a relatively new topic, has gener-ated considerable interest among analysts, topologists, geometers, combinatorists, andothers. Representative papers are [1], [5], [8], [9], [10], [16], [12], [19], and [24]. Forconnections with probability theory, see [7], [20], and [13]. For an introduction to theexperimental side with computer software, see [15].In regard to complex analysis, two lines of inquiry have emerged: One pursues thetheme of Thurston's conjecture, using sequences of circle packing maps fn : ePn ! Pnin the approximation of classical analytic functions. The other focuses on individualcircle packing maps as discrete analogues of analytic functions | their geometric be-havior is remarkably faithful to that displayed by their classical counterparts. It isnot surprising that these viewpoints are mutually supportive. But a reader intent onthe approximation goal should not overlook the real intuition behind this paper, whichresides with the analogies | the discrete Schwarz-Pick lemma, the discrete Dirichletproblem, discrete harmonic functions, discrete derivatives. (Branch points have notbeen needed here, but they too can be de�ned in an entirely natural way.) Thesenotions appear to the author to provide the fundamental building blocks for a dis-crete analytic function theory which maintains geometric integrity. The very fact ofthe Main Theorem certainly suggests that the analogies are far more than super�cialparallels. In this same vein, the random walks we use here clearly suggest discreteversions of Brownian motion; indeed, they would represent \killed" processes in whichthe travelers die in proportion to hyperbolic area. Perhaps the numerous and wellknown connections among Brownian motion, potential theory, harmonic measure, andanalytic function theory can be made available now in this discrete setting.In regard to other issues, there are two which often arise in discussions of circlepackings: (1)Numerical Conformal Mapping: It seems unlikely that circle packingmethods will compete with traditional methods in numerical conformal mapping inthe immediate future, though they might have advantanges in special situations (e.g.,multiply-connected regions) or on certain machine architectures. However, the abilityto manipulate circle packings could be useful in grid generation, the embedding ofgraphs, or approximation of discrete Laplace operators. (2) Sphere Packing: Itis natural to enquire about higher dimensions. However, it seems that little of thetopic carries over; as is the case with conformal mappings, sphere packings seem to beextremely rigid in dimensions greater than two. If one injects some added exibilityby considering packings of overlapping spheres or ellipsoids, it is conceivable that the



8 KENNETH STEPHENSONnotion of identifying and studying some conserved geometric quantities, perhaps viaprobabilistic methods, could be of use.Finally, we mention that the Markov processes de�ned and used in this paper shouldbe of independent interest to probabilists. There is a process associated with eachcircle packing for a given complex K, and though we work with these processes onlyone at a time here, the existence of this vast, coherent family of processes is certainlyintriguing | particularly since they have a de�nite geometric content relating to themovement of hyperbolic curvature. The smooth transition of circle packings from P toeP , for example, is paralleled by a \self-modifying" evolution of the associated processes.There are many questions here which deserves closer investigation; the answers mayhave probablistic proofs and circle packing consequences or vice verse.The author would like to express his appreciation for interesting conversations onvarious parts of the material presented here with Alan Beardon, Peter Doyle, KeithCarne, Martin Barlow, and Jan Rosinski.2. Proof Modulo the Key Lemma2.1. Introduction. Here we prove the convergence fn ! f of the Main Theorem un-der the assumption, at the appropriate point, that the Key Lemma holds. Our develop-ment follows precisely the strategy originated by Rodin and Sullivan for the hexagonalcase, and is fairly self-contained, including proofs of the Rodin/Sullivan \ring" and\length-area" lemmas. The notations introduced here will be useful throughout thepaper, although we will need to augment them considerably later.2.2. Notation. In the sequel, 
 refers to a �xed bounded, open, simply connectedplane region. We may assume without loss of generality that 
 and its closure lie inthe open unit disc D, that the distinguished point z0 2 
 is the origin, and that thedistinguished point z1 2 
 is a point x lying on the positive real axis.We will be representing the combinatorics of a circle packing P by an orientedabstract simplicial 2-complex K, with a vertex (0-simplex) for each circle in P , anedge (1-simplex) between the vertices of neighboring (i.e., tangent) circles, and a face(2-simplex) for each triple of mutually tangent circles. The carrier of P , carr (P ), whichwas described earlier, represents an embedding of this abstract complex as a geometriccomplex in the euclidean plane, while carr ( eP ) is an alternate embedding. We will beworking a great deal with these complexes, and it is convenient to note a few restrictionson our con�gurations which will sidestep some minor pathologies. Thus we will assumein the remainder of the paper that our complexes are equivalent to �nite triangulationsof closed topological discs. Vertices on the border represent boundary circles and aretermed boundary vertices, while the others are termed interior. Added assumptionsare that each boundary vertex shares an edge with at least one interior vertex andthat any two interior vertices can be connected by a chain of edges having only interior



CIRCLE PACKINGS 9vertices as endpoints. Following [5], we will refer to these as DL-complexes (for\disc-like") when formality requires it. The con�guration of circles and its complexare closely linked, so our discussion will often shift between the two without comment.The important theorem of Andreev, interpreted in terms of circles by Thurston, im-plies that every DL-complex is associated with a circle packing: namely, given K, thereis a circle packing in the unit disc with complex K whose boundary circles are horo-cycles (internally tangent to the unit circle); moreover, this circle packing is uniqueup to automorphisms (M�obius transformations) of the disc. Thus, starting with acircle packing P in 
, we are lead via its underlying complex to what we are callingits Andreev packing eP . After desired normalizations are made by applying auto-morphisms to eP , the simplicial (orientation-preserving) homeomorphism f mappingcarr (P ) onto carr ( eP ) may be de�ned by identifying centers of corresponding circles,extending linearly to the edges, and extending a�nely to the faces.We are considering a sequence Pn of packings in 
 whose carriers exhaust 
 andwhose mesh sizes decrease to zero. With these hypotheses, we may assume that foreach n, there are disjoint owers containing 0 and x, say with center circles c0 and cx,respectively. If ~c0 and ~cx denote the corresponding circles of the Andreev packing ePn,we assume via a normalization that ~c0 is centered at the origin and ~cx is centered onthe positive real axis. The corresponding simplicial homeomorphism from carr (Pn) tocarr ( ePn) will be denoted by fn.2.3. The Proof. Our �rst task will be to prove that the simplicial homeomorphismsffng are uniformly �-quasiconformal for some constant �. Standard results in thetheory of qausiconformal mappings then imply that this is a normal family, so anysubsequence will have a further subsequence which converges uniformly on compactsubsets of 
 to a candidate limit function f . We show that the domains and rangesof the fn exhaust 
 and D, respectively, so f is a homeomorphism of 
 onto D.We appeal to the Key Lemma to prove that f is conformal, and conclude from ournormalizations that this is the desired conformal (i.e., Riemann) mapping. Standardarguments show that the full sequence ffng converges to f , completing the proof.Quasiconformality: Let T be an open triangle forming a face of carr (P ) and eT thecorresponding open triangle in carr ( eP ). From its de�nition, the mapping fn : T �! eTis a�ne; its dilatation on T is constant and easily computed. In particular, an upperbound on the dilatation of fnjT will follow if we demonstrate the existence of a positivelower bound on the angles of the triangles T and eT . For this we use one of thehypotheses on the packing Pn and the \ring lemma" of [26].First, consider T : By hypothesis (c) of the Main Theorem, the ratio of (euclidean)radii of any two of the three circles forming T is bounded by Cr. In particular, theratio of edge lengths is bounded by Cr, and the law of cosines easily yields a lowerbound � > 0 on the angles of T . For later use, note that hypothesis (d) of the Main



10 KENNETH STEPHENSONTheorem follows from (c): Any ower of carr (Pn) has non-overlapping petals, so thelower bound � on angles of faces gives the upper bound 2�=� on the number of petals.Hereafter, d will denote the integer part of 2�=�, and we see that no circle of Pn canhave more than d neighbors. (Note that these local comparisons of radii do not requirethe full strength of the hypothesis involving Cr.)Next, consider eT : Here we argue in reverse by using d and the ring lemma. A \chain"of circles is an ordered collection with each circle tangent to its predecessor.Lemma 2.3.1 (Ring Lemma [26]). Let c be a circle of euclidean radius � with a chainfc1; � � � ; cmg of m circles externally tangent to c. Assume the circles have mutuallydisjoint interiors and the they precisely surround c, that is, cm is tangent to c1. Thereexists a constant � depending only on m so that each circle cj; 1 � j � m has euclideanradius at least ��.Proof: Given such a chain, assume without loss of generality that c1 is the circle ofthe chain having largest radius. There is a uniform lower bound on this radius, namely,that which occurs with a chain of m equal-sized circles. The circle c2 tangent to c1has a uniform lower bound for its radius; for if c2 where extremely small, a chain of nomore than m � 1 circles starting from c2 could not escape from the crevasse betweenc1 and c in order to close up the chain. Repeating this reasoning for the circle c3; c4and so forth, completes the proof.Now we apply this to ePn: We have observed that a circle ~c has at most d neighbors. If~c is interior and ~c1 is a petal of its ower, the Ring Lemma gives a uniform lower boundon the ratio of radius of ~c1 to that of ~c. If ~c is a boundary circle, a slight adjustmentof the argument is necessary. Since ~c is a horocycle, the petals of the ower stretchonly part way around it, starting and ending with horocycles beside ~c. The argumentfor the ring lemma holds if we simply consider the outside of the unit disc as thoughit were another petal about ~c. From these considerations, we conclude that there is abound, independent of n, on the ratios of the radii of any two circles forming eT . Aswith the bound � obtained for T , this gives a lower bound ~� > 0 on the angles of eT .Together, � and ~� imply that the quasiconformal dilatation of the a�ne mapping fnjTis bounded by some constant � for every face T (independent of n). Lastly, since fnis continuous on carr (Pn) and since the edges form a set of Lebesgue area zero, a wellknown result from the theory of quasiconformal mapping (see [23, xV.3]) implies fn is�-quasiconformal throughout carr (Pn).Exhaustion of D: Each Andreev packing ePn has a simply connected carrier andboundary circles which are horocycles. Thus carr ( ePn), the range of fn, is starshapedwith respect to the origin. To prove that these ranges exhaust D, it su�ces to showthat the euclidean radii of the boundary circles go uniformly to zero as n goes to in�nity.We use a \length-area" result from [26] and more of the strength of hypothesis (c).



CIRCLE PACKINGS 11Lemma 2.3.2 (Length-Area [26]). Let c be a circle in D and let S1; S2; � � � ; Sm be mchains of circles, each of which separates c (relative to D) either from the unit circleor from the origin and a point of the unit circle. Assume that all the circles involvedhave mutually disjoint interiors. Denote the combinatorial lengths of the chains byn1; n2; � � � ; nm. Then radius (c) � (n�11 + n�12 + � � �+ n�1m )� 12 :Proof: Suppose the chain Sj consists of circles of euclidean radius �ji; 1 � i � nj.By the Schwarz inequality �Xi �ji�2 � njXi �2ji:If sj = 2Pi �ji is the geometric length of Sj, we have s2jn�1j � 4Pi �2ji; implyingXj s2jn�1j � 4Xj i �2ji � 4:Thus s = minfs1; s2; � � � ; smg satis�ess2 � 4(n1�1 + n�12 + � � �+ n�1k )�1:The separation conditions guarantee that s is greater than the diameter of c, so theabove inequality proves the lemma.The hypotheses of the Main Theorem imply that as n goes to in�nity the numberof generations of circles separating the boundary circles of Pn from the origin goes toin�nity. We simply need a way to count the number and lengths of separating chains.Fix n, and as before, let c0 denote a circle of Pn whose ower contains the origin. Letd denote the in�mum over all boundary circles c of the euclidean distance dist(c; c0)and write � for mesh (Pn). Let m be the integer part of (d� 2�)=4�. We may assumewithout loss of generality that n is su�ciently large that m is positive.Now �x a boundary circle c. For integers j; 1 � j � m, draw the circle Lj ofradius 4�j concentric with c. It is easily seen that as one progresses in a �xed directionabout Lj, the circles of Pn successively encountered will form one or more chains, eachstarting and ending with boundary circles. There may be several, since carr (Pn) couldbe quite irregular, but precisely one will separate c from c0 within carr (Pn). Denotethat chain by Sj. By hypothesis (c), its circles have radii no smaller than �=Cr. Amoments reection shows that at most 8jCr� circles of this size and having mutuallydisjoint interiors could intersect Lj. Thus the combinatorial length nj of Sj satis�esnj � 8jCr�. Finally, because the circles of Pn have radius no greater than �, no circleof Pn can intersect both Lj and Lk for j 6= k; thus the chains Sj and Sk have no circlesin common.Moving over to ePn, let eSj be the chain corresponding to Sj; 1 � j � m. Each eSjseparates the circle ~c from the origin (the center of ~c0) within carr ( ePn); more to the



12 KENNETH STEPHENSONpoint, eSj has ends which are horocycles, so it also separates ~c from the origin and fromsome part of the unit circle within D. By the Length-Area Lemma,radius(~c) � ( mXj=1 n�1j )� 12 � ( mXj=1(8jCr�)�1)� 12 = 2p2Cr�qPmj=1 j�1 :This holds for every boundary circle ~c of ePn. Since the number of chains m goes toin�nity as n grows, this bound goes to zero. Thus the euclidean radii of the boundaryhorocycles of ePn go uniformly to zero, implying that the ranges fcarr ( ePn)g exhaust D.Normal Family: We have shown that the simplicialmappings fn are �-quasiconformalhomeomorphisms. By standard results in the theory of quasiconformal mappings [23,xII.5], ffng is a normal family. Thus, any subsequence ffnjg has a further subsequencewhich converges uniformly on compact sets to a �-quasiconformal mapping f . Sincetheir domains exhaust 
 and their ranges exhaust D, the Carath�eodory kernel theo-rem [23, xII.5] implies that f is a homeomorphism of 
 onto D. We must argue thatf(0) = 0 and that f(x) > 0.Recall that c0 is the circle of Pn whose ower contains the origin and that its coun-terpart ~c0 is centered at the origin by our normalization of ePn. By hypotheses (a) and(b) of the Main Theorem, the radius of c0 goes to zero and the combinatoric distancebetween c0 and the boundary circles of Pn goes to in�nity as n!1. In an argumentsimilar to the above, one can �nd any number of mutually disjoint chains of circlesfrom Pn which separate c0 from the unit circle by taking n large; the correspondingchains in ePn separate ~c0 from the unit circle. The Length-Area Lemma implies that theradius of ~c0 goes to zero as n!1. A similar argument with the circle cx whose owercontains x shows that its counterpart ~cx has radius going to zero. Since ~c0 is centeredat the origin and ~cx on the positive real axis, we conclude that the limit function fsatis�es f(0) = 0 and f(x) � 0. Since f is a homeomorphism, f(x) > 0.Using the Key Lemma: If E is a compact subset of 
, the Key Lemma tells us thatas n goes to in�nity, the dilatations of fn on the interior of E go to 1. This means thatthe limit function f is 1-quasiconformal on int (E), and since E � 
 is an arbitrarycompact set, f is 1-quasiconformal on 
. As is well known, this means f is analyticon 
 [23, xI.5].We conclude that f is a one-to-one conformal mapping of 
 onto D with f(0) = 0and f(x) > 0. It is an elementary consequence of the classical Schwarz Lemma thatf is unique. The function f is also known as the Riemann mapping function for 
,though the reader should note that we have established its existence without appeal tothe Riemann Mapping Theorem. Now, since every subsequence of ffng has a furthersubsequence converging to this f uniformly on compact subsets of 
, the same holds



CIRCLE PACKINGS 13for the full sequence, and we have proven the �rst conclusion of the Main Theoremunder the assumption that the Key Lemma holds.3. Strategy for Proof of the Key Lemma3.1. Introduction. The Key Lemma involves a comparison of P and eP . Thoughthe details require the remainder of the paper, it is hoped that the fundamental ideasare accessible with the help of some computer-generated illustrations and a thoughtexperiment. The experiment suggests an analogy between circle packings and electri-cal circuits which has been a continuous source of intuition for the author. Thoughoriginally quite vague | more a paradigm for random walks | it can now be seenas a rigorously faithful model for the dynamics of circle packings. Indeed, it seemssu�ciently valuable that we return to it in Section 11, when the concepts are availablefor a fuller discussion. We start by reducing the proof of the Key Lemma to a studyof individual angles in the carriers of our circle packings.3.2. A Reduction. Here and in the sequel, the sequence of circle packings fPng andassociated simplicial mappings fn will be as in the statement of the Main Theorem.Moreover, since our interest is in convergence on compact sets, we may, for the sakeof convenience, �x E � 
 a compact Jordan region. For large n, carr (Pn) � E, andto show that fnjE has dilatation close to 1, it su�ces to show that a given face T ofcarr (Pn) lying in E is nearly similar to the corresponding face eT of ePn. This in turnwill follow if the angles of T can be shown to be close to the corresponding angles ofeT . Refer to Figure 2 where the typical situation is illustrated. Let  n be an angle ina face of carr (Pn) which lies in E and let ~ n be the corresponding angle in the face ofcarr ( ePn). We may reduce the Key Lemma as follows:Reduction 3.2.1. The Key Lemma will follow if we can prove that given � > 0, thereexists n0 so that for packings Pn; n > n0; the inequality j n � ~ nj < � holds for theangles  n and ~ n as described above.3.3. The Setting. The jump from P to eP | indeed, the very existence of eP | israther mysterious: one has this collection of radii for P which satisfy a complicatedsystem of equations (reecting the coherent pattern of circles); these are to be replacedby new radii satisfying an equally complicated system of equations, plus some sideconditions which miraculously result in the boundary circles of eP plotting as horocyclesin D. The existence of a clever algorithm which consistently solves this new system (abeautiful iterative scheme devised by Thurston [31]) only deepens the mystery. Thealgorithm provides fascinating imagery, circles jostling one another as some grow andsome shrink, but it also proves frustrating because there is no way to see intermediateresults | the con�guration of circles does not �t together during the transition.However, as P and eP both lie in the unit disc, they may be treated as collectionsof circles in the hyperbolic (or Poincar�e) metric. The situation immediately begins



14 KENNETH STEPHENSON
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Figure 2. The carriers of P and eP .to make much more sense. Now the horocycles of eP represent hyperbolic circles ofin�nite radius, suggesting that the transition from P to eP can be treated as sometype of continuous phenomenon in which the boundary circles increase to in�nity inradius. That is precisely what we do | we parameterize the coherent circle packingsassociated with a given complex via their hyperboic radii and de�ne in this parameterspace a path in from P to eP which is not only continuous, but di�erentiable. The angle of interest in proving the Key Lemma becomes a di�erentiable function so that thebound on j � ~ j can be obtained by integrating the di�erential d . Our problemis then reduced to proving that d remains small along this path if the mesh of P issmall to begin with.The sequence of images in Figure 3 illustrates steps in the progression from thepacking on the left of Figure 1 to its Andreev packing, on the right in Figure 1. (An evenmore dramatic display of the overall behavior can be seen if a �ner sequence of stepsis computed and displayed via computer animation.) It is di�cult to judge hyperbolicradii from the pictures, but in fact all circles are increasing in this progression. Indeed,what pushes the packing towards eP is a steady forced increase in boundary radiitowards in�nity.Helpful as these pictures may be, it is actually the jostling of circles | the dynamics| occurring between successive frames which concerns us most. Estimates on  require a thorough understanding of how incremental (think \di�erential") increasesin boundary circles have an e�ect which ripples through to the interior circles. Thepivotal insights into our approach lie with this dynamic process; we pose a thoughtexperiment suggesting that it is reminiscent of a random walk. First, some comments
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Figure 3. A progression of packings from P to eP .about angles: at each circle in a packing there are several angles formed by the geodesicsfrom (the center of) that circle to its neighbors. Adding these angles together gives



16 KENNETH STEPHENSONthat circle's angle sum. An interior circle will be properly packed if its angle sum is2�. In our experiment, it is important to notice that when a circle increases in radius,its angle sum decreases, while the angle sums of its immediate neighbors increase. Inmanipulating a circle packing, it is the radii which we will be adjusting, but the anglesums which we monitor for compliance with packing conditions.3.4. An Experiment. We rely on the notation of Figure 4; note that we are inthe hyperbolic setting, using hyperbolic centers, radii, geodesics, and so forth. Ourexperiment involves increasing the radius of the single boundary circle C1 and watchingthe resulting e�ects. (C1 is labelled \1" in Figure 4. The amount it changes will belarge for purposes of illustration, but should be thought of as an in�nitesimal increasein hyperbolic radius.) The angle sum at C1 is made smaller by this change, and theaim of the experiment is to accommodate this new angle sum.OJBECTIVE: We want to adjust the radii of P in order to realize a speci�edchange in angle sum at C1, while maintaining the original angle sums for allother circles (both interior and boundary).Because of the initial increase in C1, the neighboring circles feel uncomfortable |each now �nds itself with an angle sum which is larger than desired. Take C2, forexample: its angle sum now exceeds 2� and its petals stretch too far around it. Toreestablish its local packing condition, C2 changes its radius | in fact, it is clear thatC2 must increase to push those neighbors apart again. Of course, the action of C2makes its neighbors uncomfortable: C1 loses a bit of the decrease in its angle sumwhich it is trying to maintain; C3 and C4, with angle sums already too large due to C1,are made worse; other neighbors, such as C5, begin to feel the e�ects for the �rst time.Suppose next that C3, say, increases to reestablish its original angle sum. This in turnputs upward pressure on its neighbors; these neighbors adjust; that puts pressure ontheir neighbors; and so forth and so on, ad in�nitum. It is clear that the initial impulsedue to the change in C1 reverberates throughout the pattern of circles, driven by anin�nite process of adjustment and readjustment of radii.Does this process converge to give a new collection of radii? All adjustments involveincreases in radii, but since we are working at the di�erential level, this alone won'timply convergence. We will see shortly, however, that there are e�ects on hyperbolicarea which guarantee that the process will ultimately die out. The �nal accumulatedincreases in radii result in a new collection of radii which incorporates the desired anglesum decrease at C1. The �nal con�guration is shown on the right in Figure 4 | noticethat we don't try to show the intermediate stages, since there is no consistent way toplot the pattern of circles until the interior angle sums are back to 2�.Readers familiar with Markov chains or random walks may sense a similar phenom-enon here. A concrete model which serves as a convenient paradigm is the electricalcircuit, though we can suggest the analogies only informally at this stage: The verticesof the abstract complex K for the circle packing serve as nodes in the circuit, the edges
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Figure 4. The experimental setting.as wires, each of some resistance. In the experiment above, a \charge" is placed at asingle boundary node and then moves about the circuit as would an electrical current.Current arriving at a node moves to the neighbors in certain proportions, based on therelative resistances of the wires. More picturesquely, one can imagine an individualelectron arriving at a node, randomly choosing among the available wires, with proba-bilities based on the resistances, and moving along the chosen wire to its next stop. Inthis viewpoint, the overall behavior of the circuit simply reects the averaged behaviorof large numbers of individual electrons.(a). What is the \current"? When a circle increases, its angle sum dropswhile that of each neighbor goes up; in essense, some quantity of angle hasbeen sent from its node to each of its neighboring nodes along edges of thenetwork. This moving angle, to be termed curvature, comprises the current,and it is driven by changes in radii. The initial \charge" at C1 represents theamount of angle to be removed from the angle sum at C1, and the processstarts by increasing C1 to accomplish this. The process continues because nocircle is permitted to end up with any excess curvature; each circle receivingcurvature must increase in radius in order to disperse it.(b). Where is the \ground"? In fact, curvature won't bounce aroundforever. In hyperbolic geometry, angles and area are intimately connected.When a circle radius increases, the area of each of its faces in the packingwill increase. Consequently, part of the curvature driven away by a radius



18 KENNETH STEPHENSONincrease is shuttled to the neighbors, while part goes into area. (In fact, sincethe area of a triangle is � minus the sum of its angles, elementary geometricarguments show that 100% of the curvature is accounted for in this way.)But curvature absorbed as area will no longer a�ect the process, since it doesnot necessitate the correction of any angle sum | in essense, it has reachedground. Thus, though no nodes are grounded in the usual sense, every nodehas a \leakage" to ground. Each electron (\quantum" of curvature) pumpedin at C1 will bounce around the circuit until it �nally leaks to ground at somenode.(c). What is \resistance"? Resistance of an edge depends entirely onthe local geometry and, as with electricity, somehow measures the ease withwhich curvature ows | in x6 we actually compute its reciprocal, termedconductance. The ease with which curvature ows into the area of facesis related to the leakage, and this is a particularly important aspect of themodel: In euclidean geometry, angles and area are not connected | all anglechanges would ow to neighbors, and leakage would be zero. Although wework in hyperbolic geometry, when a circle and its neighbors are very small,the triangle they form is nearly euclidean, and leakage will be close to zero(justifying its name).We have not mentioned voltage: using Ohm's Law, voltage may be inferred from thecurrents and conductances, and in fact plays a central role later. Property (b) aboveguarantees that the in�nite process of radius adjustment which we have described will�nally run its course, the initial charge at C1 will have leaked to ground among thevarious nodes, and one can read o� the results. Leakage at each node is associated withradius increases there; hence the various leakage totals reect precisely the accumulatedradius adjustments to the corresponding circles. When all this is quanti�ed, the modelshould provide the changes in radii needed to accommodate precisely the decreasedangle sum at C1.CONCLUSION: We expect to model the dynamics of a circle packing witha Markov process, and thereby determine the changes in radii necessary torealize a speci�ed change in angle sum at C1.Fortunately, this all does in fact work, and we are in position to see in generalterms how to use this model. In the hyperbolic setting, eP is characterized among thecoherent circle packings sharing its complex K by having all its boundary angle sumszero (i.e., having horocycles as boundary circles). To move continuously from P to eP ,we therefore arrange a continuous decrease of boundary angle sums to zero. At each(in�nitesimal) stage, the desired angle sum decreases represent a charge distributed onthe boundary of K (just as with the single charge at C1 above). Our Markov modelshows how this charge distributes itself about the complex, and this allows computation



CIRCLE PACKINGS 19of the requisite changes in circle radii | in particular, it allows estimates of the changein the angle  (see x3.2.1) from the amount of curvature leaked at the three nodes (i.e.,circles) forming it.When P nearly �lls 
 and has very small mesh, one can make some qualitativejudgements about the distribution of curvature, and hence about the changes in  , ateach stage in the move from P to eP : First, the nodes associated with  are deep inthe interior of K, so any mal-distribution of the initial charge on the boundary willmoderate before it a�ects  . Second, and more important, as suggested in (c) above,the leakage probabilities are very small | a quantum of curvature will experience manytransitions from node to node before �nally leaking to area. Both these features suggestthat the current will approach some type of steady state distribution. In particular,neighboring nodes deep in the interior would be expected to have only very smallnet current between them (amount going one way minus that going the other). It isprecisely the net current which a�ects  | after all, the current represents movingangle. This, then, is the central intuition provided by the model:INTUITION: Small mesh for P means small net movement of curvature deepinside K as the radii move towards their Andreev values, and this meanssmall net change in  .3.5. Outline. It is hoped that this description of the model will sustain the readerduring the proof, which requires the next seven sections of the paper.Section 4 begins with preliminary material on hyperbolic geometry, introduces usefulauxiliary functions, and establishes some of the basic monotonicity results for circlecon�gurations in the hyperbolic plane. Sections 5{7 are devoted to a thorough studyof a given circle packing P and related packings sharing its complex K: In x5 we placehyperbolic structures onK corresponding to circle packings and de�ne a parameterizedpath of such structures running from P to eP . In x6 we introduce the Markov processeswhich model curvature ow within each such structure; we compute transition proba-bilities and conductances; and we review basic notions in the study of random walks.In x7 we apply the model to compute the di�erential changes in radii on the way toeP , and we arrive �nally at a certain nonnegative discrete harmonic function whichdescribes the ultimate e�ects of those di�erential changes.It is not until Sections 8 and 9 that the geometric hypotheses of the Main Theorementer: In x8, we make those hypotheses explicit and we establish preliminary geometricestimates. In x9 we state and prove a discrete version of a classical Harnack inequal-ity. It quanti�es the \evenness" with which curvature is distributed, as mentionedearlier. The underlying intuition is that for large complexes, the associated electricalcircuits approach in behavior an in�nite, regular electrical grid. These in�nite gridsare reasonably well understood due to work of P�olya.



20 KENNETH STEPHENSONThat brings us �nally to the proof of the Key Lemma in Section 10. In the author'sview, this is where the deeper connections between the Markov processes and the geom-etry of circle con�gurations come into play. Until this point, the random walks mightbe considered as mere computational devices; but they become indispensible in x10,with some very pleasing identities relating hyperbolic geometry, electrical resistance,and random walks. The technical details are rather involved, but we try to bring outthe intuition behind them when we reprise the electrical analogy in Section 11.4. Hyperbolic Geometry and Computations4.1. Introduction. Our proof of the Key Lemma is carried out largely in hyperbolicrather than euclidean geometry | an essential rigidity present in the hyperbolic settingplays a central role in the developments. For basic facts regarding hyperbolic geometryand trigonometry, we refer the reader to [4]. In this section we recall some of thesewhile establishing notation. We also introduce useful auxiliary functions and provefundamental estimates and identities which will be required in the sequel.4.2. The Hyperbolic Plane. The unit disc D will serve as our model of the hyper-bolic plane when it is endowed with the Poincar�e metricds = 2jdzj=(1� jzj2);which has constant curvature -1. The geodesics are arcs of circles which are orthogonalto the unit circle. Circles in the Poincar�e metric are euclidean circles in D, thoughcenters and radii are hyperbolic quantities. Horocycles, euclidean circles which areinternally tangent to the unit circle, may be construed in a natural way (see [4])as hyperbolic circles having in�nite radius | centers are the ideal boundary pointscorresponding to their points of tangency with the unit circle. Note in particular thatwith this convention, the geodesic segment between centers of tangent circles (whetherregular circles or horocycles) will pass through their point of tangency. The orientationpreserving rigid motions of the hyperbolic plane are the conformal automorphisms(M�obius transformations) of D. As isometries in the hyperbolic metric, they map�nite circles to �nite circles, horocycles to horocycles, and geodesics to geodesics.Quantities involved in the Main Theorem, such as Cr and mesh ( � ), are euclidean,while it is generally hyperbolic information which is needed in the proofs. One switchesbetween the two by using the Poincar�e density. For instance, the euclidean distance �and the hyperbolic distance r of a point from origin are related by� = er � 1er + 1 :Within compact subsets of D, hyperbolic and euclidean distances are comparable;speci�cally, if 0 < � < 1; the hyperbolic radius r and the euclidean radius � of a circle



CIRCLE PACKINGS 21in fjzj � �g satisfy � � r � 2�1� � 2 :In several instances we use the fact that for circles centered at the origin, an inequalityinvolving their hyperbolic radii will persist for their euclidean radii. We will say twocircles are comparable with constant C > 1 if their hyperbolic radii r1; r2 satisfyr1=C � r2 � r1C.Some feel for di�erences and similarities between hyperbolic and euclidean geometrywill be useful for our later work. In the large, there is much more room near in�nity inthe hyperbolic plane | which in some measure explains why it has a richer geometryand supports a richer analytic function theory. Thus, the circumference of a circlegrows much faster relative to its area in the hyperbolic setting than in the euclidean.As but one consequence, we note the following fact which will be useful later:Lemma 4.2.1 ([6]). Let c be the central circle in a ower having n petals lying in thehyperbolic plane and assume c has hyperbolic radius r. Then r � pn.This fails in the euclidean setting, where a ower can be scaled by an arbitrarilylarge factor and remain a ower.Also, as a consequence of its negative curvature, hyperbolic geometry enjoys a certainrigidity which is not present in euclidean geometry. This is reected in the followingconnection between angles and hyperbolic area, which is fundamental for our work:Lemma 4.2.2 (Area Rule). If T is a hyperbolic triangle with angles �; �; , then itshyperbolic area is given by Area(T ) = � � (� + � + ):At one extreme, no triangle has area greater than �. This area is achieved by an\ideal triangle", that is, one with vertices at ideal boundary points and hence zeroangles. On the other hand, if the area is extremely small, then the angles add tonearly �, suggesting that small triangles are approximately euclidean.A basic observation is that to any triple a; b; c 2 (0;1] there corresponds a triple ofmutually and externally tangent circles having hyperbolic radii a; b; c; this con�gurationof circles is unique up to rigid motions of the hyperbolic plane. Let T be the hyperbolictriangle formed by the centers of the circles. It is in this setting that we state thehyperbolic cosine rule:Lemma 4.2.3 (Cosine Rule). Assume T is formed by a mutually tangent triple ofcircles having hyperbolic radii a; b; c. Let � be the angle of T at the center of the circleof radius a. Then cos� = cosh(a+ b) cosh(a+ c)� cosh(b+ c)sinh(a+ b) sinh(a+ c) :



22 KENNETH STEPHENSONActually, a triple of circles determines two triangles, one using hyperbolic centersand edges, another using euclidean. (In either setting, every triangle will arise from atriple of circles in this way, and the radii are unique and easily computed.) The nextresult expresses again that hyperbolic geometry is in�nitesimally euclidean.Lemma 4.2.4. Let c1; c2; c3 be a mutually tangent triple of circles lying in the compactset fjzj � �g for some � 2 (0; 1). Let T and T h be the triangles formed by theireuclidean and by their hyperbolic centers, respectively, and let �j; �hj ; j = 1; 2; 3; denotetheir angles. Given � > 0, there exists � > 0, depending on � only, so that if thehyperbolic diameter of T h is less than �, then j�j � �hj j < �; j = 1; 2; 3.The proof is elementary, relying on the fact that in a compact subset of D andfor small circles, the hyperbolic centers are close to the euclidean centers and thehyperbolic geodesic edges are close to euclidean segments; the details are left to thereader.4.3. Radius Variables and Auxiliary Functions. Our interest for the remainderof this section lies with computations required in the sequel and involving hyperbolicradii, angles, and areas. The expressions encountered are easier to manipulate andoften more transparent using an alternate variable:De�nition 4.3.1. Let r represent the hyperbolic radius of a circle (i.e., the radius inthe Poincar�e metric), 0 < r � 1. We will de�ne a special radius, referred to as ans-radius, via s = expf2rg. Note that s is strictly increasing in r and 1 < s � 1.In the sequel, we revert to the variable s in most computations, generally withoutcomment. Indeed, we abuse terminology further by using the same symbol to designateboth a circle and its s-radius | the context should make the meaning clear. As anexample, let A denote the hyperbolic area of the triangle formed by vertices v; u; w ofFigure 5. If r denotes the hyperbolic radius of the circle at v, we have @A@r = @A@v (2v) ;where @A@v denotes the derivative with respect to s-radius v = e2r. Note that if twocircles are comparable with constant C (see above), then their s-radii s1; s2 satisfys1=C1 � s2 � sC1 ; and conversely.Auxiliary Functions 4.3.2. Assume the variables x; y; z; s; t have domain (1;1).De�ne the auxiliary functiong(x; y; z) = arccos�(xy + 1)(xz + 1)� 2x(yz + 1)(xy � 1)(xz � 1) �:



CIRCLE PACKINGS 23Its partials are given byg1(x; y; z) = @g@x(x; y; z) = � (x2yz � 1)p(y � 1)(z � 1)(xy � 1)(xz � 1)px(x� 1)(xyz � 1)g2(x; y; z) = @g@y (x; y; z) = px(x� 1)(z � 1)(xy � 1)p(y � 1)(xyz � 1)g3(x; y; z) = @g@z (x; y; z) = px(x� 1)(y � 1)(xz � 1)p(z � 1)(xyz � 1) :De�ne the auxiliary functionh(x; s; t; y) = px(x� 1)(xy � 1)py � 1� ps� 1pxys� 1 + pt� 1pxyt� 1�:Observe that after rearrangement, h(x; s; t; y) = g3(x; s; y) + g3(x; t; y).
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Figure 5. Setting for computations.The connections between these functions and hyperbolic geometry are establishedusing the Cosine and Area Rules. Refer to the limited con�guration of circles of



24 KENNETH STEPHENSONFigure 5, which shows contiguous hyperbolic triangles formed by the four circles v; u; w,and a, with various angles of interest labelled. The hyperbolic triangle formed by v; u; wis denoted T and has hyperbolic area A. Note that one (or more) of the circles couldbe horocyles. Using the s-radii of the circles, we have: = g(v; u; w); � = g(u; v; w); � = g(w; u; v);A = Area(T ) = � � g(v; u; w)� g(u; v; w)� g(w; u; v);@ @v = g1(v; u; w); @�@v = g1(v; u; w) + g1(v; w; a); @!@v = h(w; u; a; v):There are several beautiful identities involving these functions; particularly impor-tant for later use are these | veri�cation is left to the reader.g2(u; v; w)g2(v; u; w) = h(u; a; w; v)h(v; a; w; u) ; g3(w; u; v)g3(v; u; w) = h(w; a; u; v)h(v; a; u; w) :(1)4.4. Computations. Many of the results here are geometrically intuitive; however,we restict ourselves to the computations and discuss the geometry when it is morehelpful later.Lemma 4.4.1. Let x; y; z; s; t be variables with domain (1;1). Then(i). g1(x; y; z) < 0; g2(y; x; z) > 0; g3(z; y; x) > 0.If x; y; z; s; t are pairwise comparable with constant C > 1 and all are bounded aboveby constant B 2 (1;1), then there exist constants C1; C2 and C3 > 1, depending on Cand B only, so that the following inequalitites hold:(ii). jg2(y; x; z)g1(x; y; z) j � C1:(iii). jg1(x; y; z)px(x� 1)j � C2:(iv). C�13 < h(y; s; t; x)px(x� 1) � C3:Proof: The inequalities of (i) are immediate from the earlier expressions for thepartials of g. (Recall that s-radii always exceed 1.) Regarding (ii), after rearrangementwe have 0 < � g2(y; x; z)g1(x; y; z) = �pxy ( xz � 1x2yz � 1):



CIRCLE PACKINGS 25Comparability of the arguments implies y1=C � x � yC , and z1=C � x � zC , sojg2(y; x; z)g1(x; y; z) j � x1+C=2� x1+c � 1x2+2=C � 1�:Since the arguments are bounded above, we need only concern ourselves with smallvalues of x, and L'Hôpital's rule shows that this goes to a positive limit as x # 1. Thecomputations for (iii) and (iv) are substantially the same and are left to the reader.Lemma 4.4.2 (Monotonicity [6]). Let T be the triangle of Figure 5 and assume theassociated s-radii v; u; w are �nite. Then the angle  is strictly decreasing in v andstrictly increasing in u and w; the hyperbolic area is strictly increasing in v.The monotonicity of angles follows from Lemma 4.4.1(i); the monotonicity of areais best veri�ed geometrically. Indeed, the expression for the partial derivative of areais @A@v = �@ @v � @�@v � @�@v= �p(u� 1)(w � 1) � (v2uw � 1)� (wv � 1)puv � (uv � 1)pwv �(vu� 1)(vw� 1)pv(v � 1)(uvw� 1) �;and its positivity is di�cult to verify by direct computation. For details, the readeris referred to [6], where monotonicity plays the central role. There, for example, addi-tional expressions are established for  and A when one or more of the circles formingT has in�nite radius; we �nd it easier to avoid those cases in this paper.Our last result simply states that when the circles forming T are small, then therate of change of area with respect to s-radius is small.Lemma 4.4.3. Let A denote the hyperbolic area of the triangle T of Figure 5, andtreat it as a function of v alone, with u and w �xed. If the s-radii v; u; w are boundedabove by constant B 2 (1;1), then there exists a constant C4, depending on B only,so that dAdv � C4:Moreover, C4 �! 0 as B # 1.Proof: If r represents the hyperbolic radius associated with the s-radius v, thendAdv = (dAdr )( 12v ) � (12) dAdr :For convenience, place one vertex of T at the origin. Note that for B close to 1, Twill lie in a small neighborhood of 0, and in that neighborhood the Poincar�e density isapproximately 2. That is, hyperbolic distances and areas are comparable to euclideandistances and areas; the result then follows from the result for euclidean radii and areas| e.g., by Heron's formula.



26 KENNETH STEPHENSON5. Parameterization of Packings5.1. Introduction. Throughout this and the next two sections, P will represent anarbitrary but �xed circle packing with DL-complex K and Andreev packing eP . Herewe establish de�nitions and notations, and describe the \hyperbolic structures" onK which were introduced in [6] to represent circle con�gurations. These structuresallow the parameterization of circle packings and thereby the description of a curve inparameter space corresponding to a continuous deformation of P to eP .5.2. Hyperbolic Complexes. The oriented 2-complex K encodes the combinatoricsof the circle packing P (and of eP ), but contains no information about the circlesthemselves. We rectify this by employing hyperbolic complexes:Let fv1; v2; � � � ; vkg denote the vertices of K. The order will be �xed, with the �rstq being the boundary vertices, and the remaining p the interior vertices, q > 0; p >0; k = q + p. If we specify a vector r = [r1; r2; � � � ; rk] of real numbers, one foreach vertex, then the resulting object is termed a hyperbolic complex and will bedenoted K(r). The coordinate rj is to be thought of as the hyperbolic radius of a circleassociated to vertex vj; boundary radii may be in�nite, so 0 < rj � 1; 1 � j � q, butwe assume interior radii are �nite, 0 < rj < 1; q < j � k. As an example, and forlater use, we have theDe�nition 5.2.1. Denote by R the vector of hyperbolic radii taken from the circlepacking P and by eR the vector of hyperbolic radii taken from eP .The hyperbolic complexes K(R) and K( eR) contain all the information about P andeP , respectively, up to automorphisms of D.Of course, for a randomly chosen vector of radii r, K(r) will not, in general, beassociated with a coherent con�guration of circles. Nonetheless, K(r) does have ahyperbolic structure, which we may briey describe as follows: Any ordered tripleof hyperbolic radii determines an (counterclockwise) oriented triple of mutually andexternally tangent circles in D which is unique up to rigid motions, and the circlecenters determine a unique hyperbolic triangle. If the three radii are components ofr associated with the vertices of a face f of K, then the hyperbolic structure on thetriangle in D can be lifted to f . Since faces sharing an edge e of K can be laid down sothat they share an edge in D, the structures lifted to the faces are compatible across e.We conclude that by lifting triangular structures face-by-face, the radii of r determinea hyperbolic structure throughout K, with the possible exception of singularities atinterior vertices. It is this structure which justi�es the name hyperbolic complex forK(r) and allows for measurement of areas, angles, and distances.Particularly important are the angles of the faces of K(r), each of which can becomputed via the Cosine Law using the three radii associated with the face. For avertex vj, the sum of the angles at vj in the faces of K(r) to which vj belongs is termedthe angle sum at vj. Of course, this angle sum does not depend on all the radii of the



CIRCLE PACKINGS 27vector r, only on rj and the radii for vertices neighboring vj. If the radii in the vectorr are associated with a coherent con�guration of packed circles, then it is immediatethat the angle sum at each interior vertex vj must be 2�; only in this way will circlesfor vj and its neighbors �t precisely together to form a ower in the hyperbolic plane.That leads to the followingDe�nition 5.2.2. In the hyperbolic complex K(r), the angle sum at a vertex vj isdenoted �j = �j(r). K(r) is termed a packing if �j = 2� for every interior vertex vj.These ideas are developed fully in [6], so we will not go into great detail here. Afew points should be highlighted, however. One can attempt to lay out the hyperboliccomplex K(r) in D by placing an initial face (formed by a mutually tangent triple ofcircles with radii from r), laying down another face sharing an edge with the �rst, andso forth, until all faces are placed. This will be successful only for packings.Proposition 5.2.3 ([6]). There exists a well de�ned (orientation preserving) locallyisometric immersion of the hyperbolic complex K(r) into the hyperbolic plane if andonly if K(r) is a packing. In this case the immersed image is unique up to rigid motionsof D.As an example, consider the hyperbolic complex K(R) associated with P . In itsimmersed image, the vertices of K will (after an appropriate rigid motion) be mappedto the hyperbolic centers of the corresponding circles of P . This image forms the\hyperbolic carrier" of P . Similarly, an immersion ofK( eR) forms the hyperbolic carrierof eP . These are illustrated in Figure 6 (compare to the carriers for these packings inFigure 2). Note that these two immersions happen to be embeddings, since they areglobally one-to-one; this will not necessarily be the case for the typical intermediatepackings we encounter. (For an illustration, see Figure 7 of [6].)The parameter space we use is the space of admissible radius vectors,r = [r1; � � � ; rq ; rq+1; � � � ; rk] 2 (0;1]q � (0;1)p ;and will be denoted by R. For any r 2 R, the hyperbolic complex K(r) determines avector [�1; � � � ; �q ; �q+1; � � � ; �k] of angle sums for the vertices of K. It is a conveniencein these notations to use a semicolon between the �rst q and the last p coordinates,demarking the distinction between boundary and interior data, respectively.De�nition 5.2.4. Given K, the mapping from the vector r 2 R to the correspondingvector of angle sums will be called the angle sum map and will be denoted �,�(r) = [�1(r); � � � ; �k(r)]:Each angle sum �j is nonnegative and strictly less than � times the degree of thevertex vj; �j = 0 if and only if vj is a boundary vertex and rj =1. It appears that theprecise range of the angle sum map depends in subtle ways on the combinatorics of K,an issue which does not concern us here. Whatever that range, we will call it A; thisis our \angle space", while R is our \radius space". Let S1 denote the intersection of
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Figure 6. Immersions of K(R) and K( eR).A with the a�ne subspace of vectors whose last p coordinates are 2�. By de�nition,S1 consists of angle sums associated with packings K(r).De�nition 5.2.5. The parameter space of packings P1 is de�ned as the subsetof R given by P1 = ��1(S1) and its relative interior, P1 \ (0;1)k, is denoted P.While P1 comprises the full set of radii vectors r giving hyperbolic complexes K(r)which are packings, P comprises those whose radii are �nite.The angle sum map � carries P1 onto S1 and P onto S = S1 \ (0;1)k. Notethat since carr (P ) lies in 
, and the closure of 
 has been assumed to lie in D, noboundary circles of P are horocycles. Thus the particular vector R of radii associatedwith P lies in P; we denote its image by�(R) = [�1; � � � ; �q ; 2�; � � � ; 2�](2)and observe that the angles �j are strictly positive. The vector eR associated with ePlies in P1nP and its image is�( eR) = [0; � � � ; 0 ; 2�; � � � ; 2�]:(3)We will �nd shortly that eR lies in the boundary of P in an appropriate sense. Indeed,our assumption that 
 � D has been made so that we could work in P, and is simplya convenience to avoid the extra bookkeeping which would be necessitated by in�niteradii.



CIRCLE PACKINGS 295.3. Basic Results. We must recall some of the known results regarding packingsusing our current terminology and notation. Place a partial ordering on vectors inradius space or angle space by writing w � w0 for vectors w;w0 if their componentssatisfy wj � w0j; 1 � j � k.Proposition 5.3.1 ([6]). Let K be a DL-complex.(a). (Andreev's Theorem) There exists a unique vector eR of radii for which K( eR)is a packing with eRj =1; 1 � j � q; that is, having every boundary radius in�nite.(b). (Monotonicity) If K(r) and K(r0) are packings with rj � r0j; 1 � j � q, thenr � r0. A single instance of equality ri = r0i for q < i � k implies r = r0.(c). (Discrete Schwarz Lemma) If K(r) is a packing, then r � eR.(d). (Discrete Pick Lemma) If K(r) is a packing and v; w are vertices of K, thenthe hyperbolic distance in K(r) from v to w is no greater than the hyperbolic distancein K( eR) from v to w.Of course the hyperbolic complex K( eR) of part (a) is that associated with theAndreev packing eP for K; its radii eR are termed the Andreev radii for K. Part(b) says that in comparing two packings, the one with larger boundary radii willautomatically have larger interior radii. Part (c) shows the extremal nature of eR; alongwith (d) it provides a discrete version of the hyperbolic contraction principle. Note thisconsequence of (b) and (c): If one DL-complex embeds as a proper subcomplex of asecond, then each circle in the Andreev packing of the �rst will have larger hyperbolicradii than the corresponding circle in the Andreev packing of the second (i.e., smallercomplex implies larger Andreev radii).Another result from [6] which we need concerns \Dirichlet" type problems havingto do with existence and uniqueness of packings with speci�ed boundary radii. Weinclude it, along with a parallel result for boundary angle sums.Proposition 5.3.2. Let K be a DL-complex.(a). Suppose boundary radii rj 2 (0;1] are given, j = 1; 2; � � � ; q. Then there existsa unique vector r̂ so that K(r̂) is a packing and r̂j = rj; 1 � j � q(b). Suppose angles �j � 0 are given, j = 1; 2; � � � ; q, and assume there exists apacking K(r0) whose boundary angle sums satisfy �j(r0) � �j; 1 � j � q. Then thereexists a unique vector r̂ so that K(r̂) is a packing and �j(r̂) = �j; 1 � j � q.Proof: Part (a) is a generalization of Andreev's Theorem, and the uniqueness followsfrom Proposition 5.3.1(b). The proof (see [6, Thm 3]) uses monotonicity and a versionof the Perron method, which is associated with the classical Dirichlet problem. Thisproof of (b) is very similar:Let F � R denote the family of radius vectors r for which�j(r) � �j; 1 � j � q; and �i(r) � 2�; q < i � k:



30 KENNETH STEPHENSON(In the terminology of [6], K(r) is a \subpacking".) By hypothesis, r0 2 F, so F isnonempty. We claim that the desired radius vector r̂ has components de�ned byr̂j = supfrj : r 2 Fg:Straightforward arguments (see [6, x5]) using the Monotonicity Lemma prove that F isclosed under least upper bounds, and the continuity of angle sums proves that r̂ 2 F.Consider a vertex vj, and suppose that �j(r̂) > �j if j � q or that �j(r̂) > 2� ifq < j � k. In either case, r̂j is necessarily �nite, and after it is incremented by asmall amount, this inequality will persist. On the other hand, by the MonotonicityLemma, such an increment in r̂j can only increase other angle sums. Consequently,the incremented vector would be a vector in F with jth component greater than r̂j,contrary to the de�nition of the latter. Therefore,�j(r) � �j; 1 � j � q; and �i(r) � 2�; q < i � k:The opposite inequalities hold because r̂ 2 F. We conclude that K(r̂) is a packing andthat it has precisely the desired boundary angle sums.Uniqueness follows from area considerations. If F is the number of faces of K, thehyperbolic area of K(r) can be found by applying the Area Rule and grouping the faceangles according to their vertex:Area (K(r)) = F� � kXj=1 �j(r):Suppose now that r were another vector with �j(r) = �j = �j(r̂); j = 1; 2; � � � ; k. Onthe one hand, Area (K(r)) = Area (K(r̂)). On the other, r 2 F, so r � r̂ by the de�-nition of r̂. Strict inequality in one or more components along with the MonotonicityLemma would imply Area (K(r)) < Area (K(r̂)). We conclude that r = r̂, provinguniqueness.5.4. The Path. We are now in position to de�ne the desired path from P to eP withinthe space of packings and to establish its central properties. By the uniqueness given inpart (b) above, � : R �! A is injective. The components of �, as sums of expressionsinvolving the Cosine Rule, are di�erentiable when all radii involved are �nite, so therestriction of � to P is a di�erentiable mapping of P into the q-dimensional a�nespace S. In particular, P is a di�erentiable q-dimensional submanifold of (0;1)k.Let �(t) be the line segment in S1 given by�(t) = (1� t)�(R) + t�( eR) ; t 2 [0; 1] :In particular, by (2) and (3),�(t) = [(1� t)�1; (1� t)�2; � � � ; (1� t)�q ; 2�; � � � ; 2�] ; t 2 [0; 1] :Since the �j are positive, �(t) 2 S; t 2 [0; 1); and its �rst q components (the boundaryangle sums) are strictly decreasing in t. By Proposition 5.3.2(b), for each t 2 [0; 1)



CIRCLE PACKINGS 31there exists a unique r = r(t) 2 P so that �(r(t)) = �(t): The di�erential associatedwith the curve � in angle space isd� = [��1; � � � ;��q ; 0; � � � ; 0] dt ;so the di�erential dr in radius space, if it exists, must satisfy�@�@r � � drtr = d�tr;(4)where �@�@r � = [@�j@rj ] denotes the k � k Jocobian matrix of �.Proposition 5.4.1. The curve r = ��1�� : [0; 1) �! P is a simple and di�erentiablecurve which starts at R and converges to eR as t " 1.Proof: Di�erentiability would follow from the implicit function theorem, the di�er-entiability of �, and the di�erentiability of �. Rather than pursue that line, however,we explicitly solve (4) for dr in Section 7.The behavior as t approaches 1 also depends on our solution of (4), for it turns outthat r(t) is strictly increasing in t. Assuming this for the moment, consider the anglesum �j(r(t)) at a boundary vertex vj. Suppose the triangle T of Figure 5 representsone of the faces to which vj belongs, with v = vj and u; w two neighbors. By theMonotonicity Lemma, the angle  at v is increasing in the s-radii u and w. Withv; u; w all increasing, therefore, it is clear that  can go to zero only if v goes toin�nity. Since the boundary angle sums along � go to zero as t " 1, the boundary radiirj(t); 1 � j � q; must go to in�nity, their Andreev values. It is then an easy argumentusing Proposition 5.3.1 to show that the interior radii also converge to their Andreevvalues. Thus, r(t)! eR as t " 1, so we can de�ne r(1) = eR. This completes the proof,modulo the computation of dr in x7.Summary 5.4.2. The map t 7! r(t) is a continuous map of [0; 1] into P1 and willbe referred to simply as the path in the sequel. The path lies in P and is di�erentiablefor t 2 [0; 1), while r(1) = eR. The associated path of hyperbolic complexes K(r(t)) isa smoothly parameterized path of packings, starting with the packing K(r(0)) = K(R)corresponding to P and ending with the packing K(r(1)) = K( eR) corresponding to eP .6. The Markov Model6.1. Introduction. We continue studies related to the �xed circle packing P withcomplex K. In this section we develop probabilistic models which can be associatedwith packings K(r); r 2 P. For each K(r), there are actually three Markov processes| a basic model and two \absorbing" modi�cations. We compute explicit transitionprobabilities and a�liated conductances and explain how to manipulate distributionsof curvature. (The quantities under study are functions of r, but we suppress thatdependence in our notation.) In a �nal subsection, we introduce some of the generic



32 KENNETH STEPHENSONprobabilistic paraphernalia we will need for working with random walks: escape prob-abilities, stopping times, e�ective conductances, discrete harmonic functions, and soforth.6.2. Markov Processes. We will be working with discrete Markov processes, alsoknown as Markov chains or random walks. A standard reference is [28], though wemake direct use of several ideas presented in Doyle and Snell [11] and highly recommendthis beautiful little book to the reader.In a discrete Markov process, one has a collection of states and a collection oftransition probabilities between states. Time is treated as discrete, and one isinterested in the distribution of some quantity (in our case, curvature) among the statesover time. There are two viewpoints one can take: (1). The transition probabilitiesmay be placed in a transition matrix T ; this matrix operates on row vectors Wwhich represent the distribution of curvature among the states at a given time. Forinstance, the row vector W � T gives the distribution after the next time step, W � T 2the distribution after a second time step, and so forth. (2). The more intuitive andcolorful alternative involves random walkers. A random walker represents a quantumof curvature, much like an electron represents a quantum of electrical current; if therandom walker starts in state i, say, then it moves to state j with probability pij atthe �rst time step, to state k with probability pjk at the next time step, and so on.The probabilities of various events are then reected in the average behavior of largenumbers of such random walkers.Both viewpoints will be useful. The quantity we model is a form of di�erentialcurvature distributed among the vertices of K. Starting with an initial distribution onthe boundary vertices, we are interested in its movement about the complex over time.As we shall see, the speci�cs of the model depend on the particular radius vector r,which we take to lie in P. Initially, we de�ne an ergodic process M. The processesof interest, however, are modi�cations in which certain states become absorbing |walkers reaching those states never leave.6.3. The Graph G. Ideally, the state space for our Markov processes would be the setof vertices of K. However, each of the k vertices serves a dual role as both absorbingand non-absorbing. Our device for handling this involves introducing twin nodes:De�nition 6.3.1. De�ne the graph G consisting of the one-skeleton of K along witha set of k additional nodes, each attached via an edge to precisely one node of K. Noconfusion should result if we use the notation vj both for a vertex of K and for thecorresponding node of G; this will be called a standard node. The node attached tovj will be denoted v0j and termed a twin node. In all vector and matrix quantitiesassociated with the nodes, our ordering places the k twin nodes �rst, followed by the kstandard nodes; thus we have the state space fv01; � � � ; v0k; v1; � � � ; vkg:We will be de�ning three closely related discrete Markov processes on G by givingthe transition probabilities for the edges of G. (The edges have been included in the



CIRCLE PACKINGS 33state space G only to suggest our electrical analogy.) The basic underlying processis M; the processes of interest are Ma, obtained from M by making the twin nodesabsorbing, and Mb, obtained from Ma by also making the standard boundary nodesabsorbing. These modi�cations simply involve changes in certain of the transitionprobabilities.6.4. The Basic Model. Transition probabilities are of two types: between standardnodes and between a standard node and its twin. We will give the de�nitions andnotation �rst and then verify that they de�ne an ergodic random walk. Here, Airepresents the hyperbolic area of the faces of K(r) in the star of the vertex vi and �irepresents the angle sum at vi, as de�ned in x5.2.2. The probabilities are expressed interms of both hyperbolic radii and s-radii.De�nition 6.4.1. The transition probability from standard node vi to standardnode vj is pij = � (@�j@ri )(@�i@ri )�1 = � (@�j@vi )(@�i@vi )�1:The transition probability from standard node vi to the twin node v0i, termed a leakageprobability, is pii0 = � (@Ai@ri )(@�i@ri )�1 = � (@Ai@vi )(@�i@vi )�1:The transition probability from v0i to vi is de�ned to be pi0i = 1 (recall that vi is theonly neighbor of v0i).We have seen in Section 4 that these derivatives exist, and by Lemma 4.4.1(i) andthe fact that the radii in r are �nite, the derivative appearing in the denominators isnonzero, so these quantities are well de�ned. Veri�cation that they are probabilitiesrequires some hyperbolic geometry.Consider the star of faces for a vertex vi in K(r). Suppose vi has n neighborsv1; � � � ; vn, and for each j; 1 � j � n; let �j be the sum of the angles at vj in the (oneor two) faces to which it belongs in the star of vi. Recall that �i = �i(r) denotes thesum of angles at vi. By the area formula for hyperbolic triangles, with rearrangementand grouping of angles, we may express the area Ai of the star of vi asAi = n� � �i � nXj=1 �j:



34 KENNETH STEPHENSONComputing the partial derivative with respect to ri, while recognizing that @�j@ri =@�j@ri ; j = 1; � � � ; n, yields the identity@�i@ri = �@Ai@ri � nXj=1 @�j@ri :(5)Multiplying both sides of (5) by (@�i@ri )�1 gives1 = pii0 + nXj=1 pij:(6)Of course, pij = 0 if vi and vj are not neighbors; while by the Monotonicity Lemma,pij > 0 if vi and vj are neighbors, and pii0 > 0. The equality in (6) therefore justi�esthe probabilistic interpretation. Moreover, because K is connected and has k nodes,it is not di�cult to see that for any 1 � j � k, a random walker starting at, say, v1will have some positive probability of being at vj after k steps. This implies that therandom walk is aperiodic. ThereforeDe�nition 6.4.2. The transition probabilities de�ned in x6.4.1 determine an ergodicMarkov process M on the graph G.The identity (5) is what motivates the choice of transition probabilities and is offundamental importance in our development. It expresses the fact that any change inthe angle sum �i (caused by a change in ri) is exactly matched by changes in the areaof the star of vi and changes in the angle sums of neighboring vertices. The readershould note that the transition and leakage probabilities are functions of the radiusvector r; actual changes in radii would alter the transition probabilities of the model,so all \changes" which we discuss are to be interpreted in the di�erential sense.6.5. Conductances. It is interesting, and in any case required for later work, todevelop the transition probabilities forM from another standpoint; namely, by de�ningwhat are known as conductances of the edges of G. For notation we refer to the circlecon�guration of Figure 5, consisting of the end nodes v; w of an edge and their commonneighbors u; a. Recall that these symbols also denote the s-radii of the correspondingnodes; in particular, they all exceed 1. The auxiliary functions g and h are de�ned inx4.3.2.De�nition 6.5.1. The conductances of edges of G are de�ned as follows:For the edge (v; w) of Figure 5,Cvw = Cwv = (g3(w; u; v) + g3(w; a; v))pv(v � 1) = h(w; u; a; v)pv(v � 1)= pvw(v � 1)(w � 1)(vw � 1) �r u� 1uvw� 1 +r a� 1avw � 1 �:



CIRCLE PACKINGS 35(In case the nodes v and w have only one common neighbor, say u, the radical involvinga is omitted.)For the edge (v; v0) between a standard node and its twin,Cvv0 = Cv0v = � X(v;u;w)(�g1(v; u; w)� g2(u; v; w)� g3(w; u; v)) �pv(v � 1)
= X(v;u;w) p(v � 1)(u� 1)(w � 1)(vw � 1)(uv � 1)puvw � 1� (uv2w � 1)�pvw(uv � 1)�puv(vw � 1) �;where the sum is over all triples (v; u; w) forming faces in the star of v.The total of the conductances for all edges emanating from node v is the nodeconductance and is denoted Cv, and the total conductance of G is the sum of alledge conductances, C =Pv Cv: (We will also use the notations Cij and Cj for edge andnode conductances when the vertices are indexed.)We can represent these conductances in more familiar terms: First, note that bythe Cosine Rule, the auxiliary function g(x; y; z) gives the angle at x in the hyperbolictriangle formed by circles with s-radii x; y; z. Let us return to the setting immediatelyfollowing x6.4.1, with a vertex vi and its neighbors v1; � � � ; vn. By considering the edgefrom vi to one of the vj, and taking care with the order of the arguments, we see thatCijpvi(vi � 1) = @�j@vi = @�j@vi :Next, consider a face (vi; vj; vl); by the Area Rule, its hyperbolic area is ��g(vi; vl; vj)�g(vl; vj; vi) � g(vj; vi; vl). Di�erentiating and summing over all faces in the star of vi,we see that Cii0pvi(vi � 1) = @Ai@vi :Thus, the conductances are closely related to the geometric quantities we have beenstudying. If we multiply the fundamental identity@Ai@vi + nXj=1 @�j@vi = �@�i@viby pvi(vi � 1), we see that the node conductances satisfyCipvi(vi � 1) = � (@�i@vi ):



36 KENNETH STEPHENSONPutting these expressions together with the de�nitions of the transition probabilities,we havepij = � (@�j@vi )(@�i@vi )�1 = � (@�j@vi )(pvi(vi � 1))(@�i@vi )�1( 1pvi(vi � 1)) = CijCi ;pii0 = � (@Ai@vi )(@�i@vi )�1 = � (@Ai@vi )(pvi(vi � 1))(@�i@vi )�1( 1pvi(vi � 1)) = Cii0Ci ;(7) pi0i = Ci0iCi0 = Cii0Ci0 = Ci0Ci0 = 1 :That is, one can determine all the transition probabilities of the Markov process Mfrom the conductances alone.The use of conductances to de�ne the transition probabilities is standard in thestudy of Markov chains; indeed, the existence of such conductances characterizes whatare known as reversible random walks. The important identitypijCi = pjiCj(8)follows from the fact that Cij = Cji.6.6. Two Absorbing Models. The di�erentials of angle sums may be thought ofinformally as curvature, and it is the movement of this curvature among the verticesof K which our random walk on G models: curvature driven away from one node isdistributed to neighboring nodes according to the transition probabilities; it is thendistributed to their neighbors; and so forth and so on. However, that portion ofcurvature going to twin nodes represents angle converting to area | it no longer a�ectsany neighbors and should be removed from the process. We model this as leakage tothe twin nodes, and force it to remain there by declaring all twin nodes to be absorbingstates.De�nition 6.6.1. Modify the transition probabilities ofM by declaring pi0i0 = 1 ; pi0i =0 ; i = 1; � � � ; k. Thus, a random walker visiting a twin node v0i will never leave. Theresulting process is denoted by Ma and is termed an absorbing random walk.It is convenient for our use of Ma to represent it via its transition matrix T ; thisis the 2k � 2k matrix of transition probabilities whose i; j entry is the probabilitythat a random walker in state i will be in state j after one time step. Because of theconvention we made regarding the ordering of states, we may write T in k � k blockform as T = �I 0L Q� :The k � k identity matrix I occurring in the upper left position and the k � k zeromatrix in the upper right reect the fact that the k twin nodes are absorbing. Indeed,the only way to reach an absorbing node v0i is via its standard twin vi, so the lower left



CIRCLE PACKINGS 37k � k block is the diagonal matrix L = [pii0 ] of leakage probabilities. The lower rightk � k block is the matrix of transition probabilities between standard nodesQ = 2664 0 p12 : : : p1kp21 0 : : : p2k... ... . . . ...pk1 pk2 : : : 0 3775 :Let T1 = limn T n. Because the diagonal entries of L are strictly positive, the row sumsof Q are strictly less than 1. It follows that (I �Q)�1 = I +Q +Q2 + � � � converges,and that T1 has the k � k block formT1 = � I 0B 0� ;where B is the k � k matrix B = (I �Q)�1 � L:The Markov process works in the following way: Given an initial distribution ofcurvatures on the state space, represented as a 2k-row vector, multiplication on theright by T gives the distribution after one time step, multiplication on the right byT again gives the distribution after two steps, and so forth. Multiplying the originaldistribution on the right by T1 gives the �nal distribution of curvature. Note thatevery random walker eventually reaches and remains at some twin node; so the processdies out over in�nitely many steps, leaving the curvature entirely with the twin nodes.Indeed, an entry bij of B may be interpreted as the probability that a random walker(quantum of curvature) starting at standard node vi will eventually be absorbed at thetwin node v0j.Since it is the curvature on the standard nodes which drives the process, an alternateway to describe the action involves k-row vectors: IfW represents an initial distributionof curvature among the standard nodes, thenW �L represents the amounts absorbed bythe twin nodes during one step (that is, its ith entry is the amount of curvature absorbedby v0i) and W �Q represents the new distribution of curvature on the standard nodesafter one step. In general, W �Qn�1 �L represents the additional amounts absorbed bythe twin nodes during the nth step and W �Qn gives the distribution of curvature afterthe nth step. Since all curvature is eventually absorbed by the twin nodes, the vectorW � (I +Q+Q2 + � � � ) � L = W � (I �Q)�1 � Lrepresents the �nal distribution of absorbed curvature among the twin nodes at theend of the process. Note that W � (I �Q)�1represents the total curvature visiting the standard nodes during the life of the process.Our third Markov process is obtained from Ma by making the standard boundarynodes of G absorbing.



38 KENNETH STEPHENSONDe�nition 6.6.2. Modify the transition probabilities of Ma by declaring pij = 0 andpii = 1 for all boundary nodes vi ; i = 1; � � � ; q : That is, a random walker visiting aboundary node will be absorbed there. The resulting process is denoted Mb.The other transition probabilities from Ma remain unchanged | in particular, thetwin nodes continue to be absorbing. (The reader should be cautioned that absorbingstates are often called \boundary" states in the literature on random walks. For us,however, \boundary" is used to refer to those standard nodes of G associated with thetopological boundary of K.)6.7. Preliminaries on Random Walks. In the sequel we will be studying variousMarkov processes from the standpoint of random walkers rather than distributions, andwe require some few additional preliminaries. Our statements are for generic randomwalks, though we use G for the graph and M for the Markov process.Let X denote the space of sequences ! = f!0; !1; � � � g of nodes of G; each sequenceis termed a sample path and represents the path of a random walker on G. Inan entirely standard way, a �-algebra F is generated by the cylinder sets f! : !i =ui; i = 0; 1; � � � ; ng for all integers n � 0, nodes u0; � � � ; un 2 G. Random variablesare simply F-measurable functions on X. For instance, we will use Xn to denote therandom variable de�ned by Xn(!) = !n; that is, Xn gives the location of the randomwalker at the nth time step.The random walk starting at a non-absorbing node v 2 G may now be representedvia a probability measure Pv. Thus Pv[X0 = v] = 1, and the measure is entirelydetermined by this along with the transition probabilities of the process M. In partic-ular, the conditional probability that the random walker is at w on the (n+ 1)st step,given that it is at v on the nth step, isPv[Xn+1 = w j Xn = v] = pvw:Among other things, one can readily check thatPv[Xn = y j Xm = w] = Pw[Xn�m = y]; 0 � m < n; y 2 G:(As is common practice, reference to the sample paths is suppressed in the notation.)Given a real random variable f on X, the expectation of f for the random walkstarting at v is de�ned by Ev[f ] = ZX f(!) dPv(!);assuming this integral converges. A stopping time � is a random variable takingvalues in f1; 2; � � � g [ f1g which depends only on the past of a random walk; thatis, the event [� = n] is independent of Xn+1;Xn+2; � � � . The stopping times we willuse are called hitting times, and involve encounters with various sets. For example,given S � G, the �rst hitting time for S is � = minfn > 0 : Xn 2 Sg. More generally,if � is a stopping time, then the stopping time �1 = minfn > � : Xn 2 Sg gives the�rst hitting time after � .



CIRCLE PACKINGS 39Later we will be interested in nodes \deep" inside a graph, in the sense that itis di�cult for random walkers starting there to reach some designated set (usuallydescribed as a \boundary").De�nition 6.7.1. Given a set S � G and v 2 GnS, de�ne pesc as the probability thata random walker starting at v will encounter S before returning to v. Then pesc iscalled the escape probability from v to S.As long as there is positive probability of hitting S, pesc will be positive. A smallvalue for pesc suggests that the set S is far from v, in that random walkers are unlikelyto reach it without repeated attempts. All our random walks are reversible, and inthis setting a related concept is that of the e�ective conductance, CEFF from v toS. (In an electrical circuit, this reects the conductance that a single wire connectingv and S would need to account for the same current ow as does G.) If Cv denotes thenode conductance at v (the sum of the conductances of edges leaving v), thenpesc = CEFFCv :The probabilistic interpretation of a beautiful result by J. W. S. Rayleigh regardingelectrical circuits states that e�ective conductance is monotone in the individual edgeconductances, [11, Chp. 4].Lemma 6.7.2 (Rayleigh's Monotonicity Law). Let S � G and v 2 GnS. Suppose Cand C0 are collections of conductances for the edges of G satisfying C � C0; that is,each conductance in the former is less than or equal to the corresponding conductancein the latter. Then their e�ective conductances from v to S satisfy CEFF � C 0EFF.The simple random walk on a graph G is one in which, at each step, the randomwalker has equal probability of moving along any edge from its current node. This isthe reversible random walk which results if all edges are given identical conductances.The connections between Brownian motion and potential theory are well known,and there is a parallel connection between random walks and discrete potential theory.We continue to use M and G in a generic sense.De�nition 6.7.3. A (discrete) harmonic function for a Markov process M on thegraph G is a real function h on G satisfying the mean value property given byh(v) = Xw2Gh(w)pvw; v 2 G:Equivalently, if T is the transition matrix for M and h is represented as a columnvector, then T � h = h.The discrete mean value property (analogue of the classical integral mean valueproperty for a circle) may be restated asEv[h(X1)] = Xw2Gh(w)Pv[X1 = w] = Xw2Gh(w)pvw = h(v); 8v 2 G:



40 KENNETH STEPHENSONIt is not di�cult from this to show that for h harmonic,Ev[h(Xn)] = h(v); 8v 2 G; n = 0; 1; � � � :An important generalization of this involves random times:Lemma 6.7.4. If � is a stopping time forM with Pv[� <1] = 1 and if h is a discreteharmonic function for M, thenEv[h(X� )] = h(v); 8v 2 G:7. Computations from the Model7.1. Introduction. We apply the Markov model speci�cally to the intermediate pack-ings on the path from P to eP which we de�ned in Section 5. In particular, assumingt 2 [0; 1) is �xed, we �nd ourselves at the point r(t) 2 P in parameter space and mustcompute, among other things, the direction dr to move in order to remain on the path.In theory, one can compute dr from (4), since all the quantities involved are knownspeci�cally. However, crucial information is then obscured; in particular, movementof the conserved quantity, curvature, is confounded with the radii adjustments whichdrive it. The probabilistic methods allow us to separate these; in addition to solving fordr, we can obtain important \visitation" information on the movement of curvature.7.2. Computation of dr. We employ the Markov model from the viewpoint of distri-butions and using the general prescriptions in Section 6.6. Given an initial distributionof curvature among the nodes of G, the model presents us with its �nal distributionafter leaking to ground. This should all be thought of as information in \angle space"which, after an additional step, can be converted to \radius space".Since the path r is identi�ed, via the angle sum map �, with the path �, the initialdistribution of curvature (among the standard nodes) which we choose to study isd� = [��1; � � � ;��q ; 0; � � � ; 0] dt :(The fact that the entries of d� are nonpositive will cause no mathematical di�cultyand is consistent with our descriptions of this model: we want to change r so that theboundary angle sums decrease.) The amount of curvature visiting the standard nodesduring the life of this process is an important quantity, and we will give it a name forlater use. The reader may refer to x5 to recall our notations.De�nition 7.2.1. The visitation distribution V is the vector de�ned byV = d�dt � (I �Q)�1 = [V1; � � � ; Vk]:Each component Vj is nonpositive and respresents the total curvature visiting the stan-dard node vj during the life of the process Ma, assuming the initial distribution ofcurvature is given by d�.



CIRCLE PACKINGS 41The Markov process per se is concerned with di�erentials of angle sums; the connec-tion with radii is provided by the k � k diagonal matrix D = [@�j@rj ]. If a quantity ofcurvature arriving at a node vj is denoted d�j, then its arrival requires an adjustmentdrj = (@�j@rj )�1d�j in the radius at vj to disperse it to area and the neighbors; and theseadjustments accumulate with the successive steps of the process. The total accumula-tion of adjustments can be determined from the visitation distribution, and we havetheProposition 7.2.2. The vector of radius di�erentials associated with the path r(t) isgiven by dr = d� � (I �Q)�1 �D�1 = (V �D�1) dt: That is,
drj = Vj�@�j@rj ��1 dt; j = 1; 2; � � � ; k:(9)

In particular, the components of dr are positive, so along the path r(t) ; t 2 [0; 1], allradii are strictly increasing.Note that the existence and monotonicity here are what we needed in the proof ofProposition 5.4.1 earlier; positivity of dr is a strengthening at the di�erential level ofthe strict monotonicity in the Monotonicity Lemma 4.4.2.Proof: We must verify that the vector dr satis�es equation (4); namely,
(@�@r ) � drt = d�t:



42 KENNETH STEPHENSONFirst, compute (@�@r ) �D�1.
(@�@r ) �D�1 = 2666666664

@�1@r1 @�1@r2 : : : @�1@rk@�2@r1 @�2@r2 : : : @�2@rk... ... . . . ...@�k@r1 : : : : : : @�k@rk
3777777775 �
266664(@�1@r1 )�1 . . . (@�k@rk )�1

377775
=
2666666666664

1 @�1@r2 (@�2@r2 )�1 : : : @�1@rk (@�k@rk )�1@�2@r1 (@�1@r1 )�1 1 : : : @�2@rk (@�k@rk )�1... ... . . . ...@�k@r1 (@�1@r1 )�1 : : : : : : 1
3777777777775

= 2664 1 �p21 : : : �pk1�p12 1 : : : �pk2... ... . . . ...�p1k �p2k : : : 1 3775= (I �Q)t :Plugging in our proposed dr from (9), we have�@�@r � � drt = �@�@r � �D�1 � ((I �Q)t)�1 � d�t = (I �Q)t((I �Q)t)�1 � d�t = d�t;verifying that dr satis�es equation (4).Regarding positivity, recall our assumption that the boundary circles of P have �niteradius. This implies that its boundary angle sums �j ; j = 1; � � � ; q, are positive, andhence that the initial distribution d� is negative in its �rst q entries. One can, inaddition, verify that the visitation distribution has negative entries using these factsabout the matrix Q: (i) if vi and vj are interior neighbors, then pij > 0; (ii) everyboundary vertex of K has an interior neighbor; and (iii) every pair of interior verticescan be connected by a chain of edges having only interior endpoints. Since D also has



CIRCLE PACKINGS 43entries which are negative, we conclude that the components of dr = (V �D�1) dt arepositive.7.3. The Weighted Visitation Function. An important function on the state spaceG is derived from the visitation distribution:De�nition 7.3.1. The weighted visitation function U is the nonnegative functionde�ned on the nodes of G byU(v) = (�Vj=Cj; when v is a standard node vj0; when v is a twin node v0j;where the Vj are the components of the visitation distribution V and the Cj are thenode conductances associated with M.This function U is in some sense a dual object to V , and reects the evenness withwhich curvature distributes itself. It satis�es the mean value property at standardinterior nodes of G, but not at the boundary nodes where the original charge wasplaced. This is the reason for our introduction of the absorbing process Mb.Lemma 7.3.2. The weighted visitation function U is a nonnegative harmonic functionfor Mb.Proof: Given a k-vector W , we write [W ]p for the p-vector consisting of its last pcoordinates. The visitation distribution V is de�ned as d�dt � (I �Q)�1. Since the lastp components of d�dt are zero, we have[V ]p = [d�dt � (I +Q+Q2 + � � � )]p = [d�dt � (Q+Q2 + � � � )]p = [V �Q]p:(These last coordinates are those associated with interior nodes.) This equality impliesby direct veri�cation using the matrix Q that V satis�esVj =Xi Vipij ; q + 1 � j � k :Note the subscript order; this is not the mean value property. However, we have theidentity (8), pij = pjiCj=Ci. Substituting in the expression above and dividing bothsides by �Cj gives � VjCj =Xi (� ViCi ) pji ; q < j � k ;implying U(vj) =Xi U(vi)pji ; q < j � k :



44 KENNETH STEPHENSONThis is the mean value property for U at standard interior nodes of G; the mean valueproperty at absorbing nodes v is trivial since pvv = 1. Therefore, U is harmonic forMb.7.4. Remark. The initial distribution d� which we studied here arises because of itsassociation with the path r in radius space. But we could equally well apply our modelto other initial distributions among the boundary nodes. For example, suppose r0 2 Pand �(r0) 2 S (see x5.2 for de�nitions). A vector in the tangent space of S has theform [d�1; � � � ; d�q ; 0; � � � ; 0], its �rst q coordinates representing di�erentials in theboundary angle sums. If we treat this as an initial distribution in the Markov modelfor K(r0), then our computations provide the corresponding tangent vector to P atr0; that is, the requisite di�erential changes in radii (boundary and interior). Notethat the q degrees of freedom represented by the boundary angle sums along withProposition 5.3.2(b) account for the q-dimensionality of P.Putting this generality aside, however, the packings we will be using are associatedwith the path r(t). The processes M;Ma; and Mb and the various related objects| the transition probabilities, matrices, conductances, visitation distributions, and soforth | are functions of t, though this dependence is not part of the notations.8. Geometric Hypotheses and Estimates8.1. Introduction. Our work so far applies to quite general circle packings. Here weinject the necessary geometric hypotheses and establish preliminary estimates.8.2. Notation and Hypotheses. Recall that E � 
 is a �xed compact Jordan reg-ion. We require a bu�er around E, so choose compact Jordan regions E1 and E2 withE � E1 � E2 � 
 so thatminfdist(E;Ec1); dist(E1; Ec2)g > � > 0:These sets and � will be �xed for the duration of the paper. Note for later use thatE;E1; E2 lie in the compact set fz : jzj � 1� �g � D.To be as clear as possible about our assumptions on circle packings, we designatethe following as Hypothesis (H).Hypothesis (H) . P is a circle packing by circles with mutually disjoint interiorshaving DL-complex K and such that: E2 � carr (P ) � 
; mesh (P ) < �; and theeuclidean radii �i; �j of any two circles of P satisfy the condition �i=�j � Cr.We continue to use the notations developed earlier related to the circle packing P |the path r(t), the graph G, conductances, transition probabilities, and so forth. Recallthat there is a bound d on deg (K) implied by the constant Cr. Our main concern willlie with nodes deep in the interior of K, so we establish the following notation:



CIRCLE PACKINGS 45De�nition 8.2.1. Let KE (resp. KE1) denote the subcomplex of K formed by thosefaces lying in E (resp. E1) when K is embedded as carr (P ). Under Hypothesis (H),all nodes of KE (resp. KE1) are interior nodes of K. Denote by GE the subgraph ofG formed by the standard nodes associated with KE and their twins.Remark: The identi�cation of K with carr (P ) is convenient here for purposes ofnotation and later for obtaining combinatoric information about K. However, thereader is reminded that it is the packings K(r(t)) which are ultimately of interest.Obviously they di�er quantitatively from K(r(0)) = K(R), the hyperbolic complex forP , since the radii are di�erent; but they also di�er qualitatively, since K(r(t)) may beassociated with a con�guration of circles involving global overlaps | in the terminologyof [6], K(r(t)) may fail to represent a \planar" circle packing. It is important torecognize this possibility, since it complicates some of our considerations. For example,the result of Lemma 8.3.2(i) below would follow easily from the Ring Lemma 2.3.1 ifK(r) were known to be planar. As it happens, however, the proof requires the technicalLemma 8.3.1.8.3. Bounds on Conductance. We must establish uniform bounds on certain con-ductances and transition probabilities for the associated random walk on G. That �rstrequires a replacement for Cr in controlling the geometry of K(r(t)): the circles of Pare comparably sized by hypothesis, but we must prove that comparability persists asone moves towards the Andreev packing. Note that the results here involve hyperbolicradii and are needed only for vertices associated with a compact set.Lemma 8.3.1. There exist constants C1;C2;C3 2 (1;1), depending only on Cr, suchthat if P is a circle packing satisfying Hypothesis (H), and r = r(t) is any radius vectoron the path from R to eR, then(i). 1 � eRj=rj � C1 for every vertex vj 2 KE1,(ii). rj=ri � C2 for every pair of vertices vj; vi 2 KE1 , and(iii). rj � C3 �mesh (P ) for every vertex vj 2 KE.Proof: (i). By Propositions 7.2.2 and 5.3.1(c), Rj � rj � eRj; 8j, so it su�ces totreat the case r = R; that is, one need only compare the sizes of circles of eP to thoseof P . We work �rst with euclidean radii, and then convert to hyperbolic.Fix attention on a vertex vj 2 KE; let cj denote the corresponding circle of P , j its euclidean center, and �j its euclidean radius. Hypothesis (H) ensures that theeuclidean disc fjz �  jj < �g lies in carr (P ). Apply a M�obius transformation of D toeP in order to place the circle for vj at the origin; denote the circle by ~c0j and let ~�jdenotes its euclidean radius. The Discrete Distortion Lemma of [14] gives~�j=�j � 1=�:(10)



46 KENNETH STEPHENSONNow with regard to the hyperbolic radii: The hyperbolic radius eRj for ~c0j is boundedby pd and since ~c0j is centered at the origin, eRj < ~�j(2=(1 � (1 � pd)2): This, (10),and the fact that the hyperbolic radius of a circle exceeds its euclidean radius impliesinequality (i) with C1 = 2�(1� (1�pd)2) :(ii). We are interested in comparing components of r: Fix vi; vj 2 KE, and let �i; �jbe the euclidean radii of their circles in P . Let b = 21� (1� �)2 . In the following stringof inequalities, we use successively: x5.3.1(c); the result (i) above; the comparabilityof euclidean and hyperbolic radii in E1 � fjzj � 1 � �g; Hypothesis (H); and �nallythe fact that the hyperbolic radius of a circle exceeds its euclidean radius.ri � eRi � C1Ri � C1b�i � C1bCr�j � C1bCrrj :Setting C2 = C1bCr, we obtain the inequality of (ii).(iii). Fix vj 2 KE, and let b be the constant de�ned above. Then Rj � b mesh (P ).By result (i), rj � eRj � C1Rj: Setting C3 = C1b, we obtain inequality (iii).We have been very loose with the constants here, but these will serve our purposesin the sequel. Note that we have disregarding the dependence of various constants onE and � since these are �xed throughout our proof of the Key Lemma. Next, we givethe bounds on conductance.Lemma 8.3.2. There exist constants C4 > 1 and C5 > 0 depending only on Cr, sothat if P be a circle packing satisfying Hypothesis (H), r = r(t) is any radius vector onthe path from R to eR, and v and w are neighboring vertices of KE, then(i). C�14 < Cvw < C4,(ii). Cvv0 ! 0 as mesh (P )! 0, and(iii). pvw � C5.Proof: (i). Let v and w have common neighbors u; a, as in Figure 5. Lemma 8.3.1(ii)provides the constant C = C2 giving the comparability of their s-radii, while x8.3.1(iii)gives a common bound B. By De�nition 6.5.1,Cvw = h(w; u; a; v)pv(v � 1) :The conclusion of (i) is simply the statement of Lemma 4.4.1(iv).For (ii), recall that Cvv0 = @Av@v pv(v � 1) :(11)Here Av is the hyperbolic area of the star of v, and we write@Av@v =Xj @aj@v ;



CIRCLE PACKINGS 47where the aj denote the areas of the faces of this star. Consider without loss ofgenerality that the area aj is that of the face formed by v; w; u. By Lemma 4.4.3, @aj@vis bounded by a constant C4 which depends only on C and B. Since the sum involvesat most d faces, and since v goes to 1 as mesh (P ) goes to zero, (ii) follows from (11).For (iii), recall from (7) that pvw = Cvw=Cv. The bounds from (i) and (ii) along withthe bound d on the number of edges from the vertex v provide the positive lower boundC5 on pvw. 9. The Local Harnack Inequality9.1. Introduction. Our aim is an inequality which will be applied in Section 10 to theweighted visitation function U . We start with routine probabilistic arguments prov-ing that nonnegative discrete harmonic functions associated with a reversible Markovprocess will satisfy a version of the classical Harnack inequality. The more di�culttask, however, is in showing that for the particular processes Mb the constant of theinequality behaves properly as mesh size goes to zero, and it is here that one invokesthe geometric hypotheses of the Main Theorem via the preliminaries of the previoussection.9.2. The Statement.Lemma 9.2.1 (Local Harnack Inequality). There exists a constant 0 < Ch < 1, de-pending on mesh (P ) and Cr, so that the following holds: for every circle packing Psatisfying Hypothesis (H), for every r(t); t 2 [0; 1), for every nonnegative function Won G which is harmonic for Mb, and for every pair v; w of neighboring vertices of GE,the inequality W (w)=W (v) � Ch holds. Moreover, Ch �! 1 as mesh (P ) �! 0.The similarity to the classical Harnack inequality is not all that one would like.However, to put it in context, consider this statement in the unit disc:Given a compact subset E � D and � > 0, there exists a constant C > 1 such that forany positive harmonic function h on D and any points a; b 2 E with ja� bj < � , theinequality h(a)=h(b) � C holds; moreover, C �! 1 as � �! 0.This, for instance, is su�cient for proving that there are no nonconstant positiveharmonic functions on the euclidean plane. That is the image to keep in mind: thecloser two points are, relative to the domain, the more uniformly comparable are thevalues of positive harmonic functions at those points.9.3. The Inequality. The technique for proving existence of Ch is motivated by [28,x13.P1]. Fix neighboring vertices v; w of KE. We will consider these as nodes of GEand study the random walkMb starting at v. (Note thatMb is associated with K(r(t))for some t 2 [0; 1).) Denote by S the set of absorbing nodes of G, namely, the twinnodes and the standard boundary nodes. De�ne the following collection of stoppingtimes:



48 KENNETH STEPHENSON(a). �S is the hitting time for the absorbing set S.(b). �w is the hitting time for the set fwg.(c). � = �S ^ �w is the smaller of �S and �w.(d). De�ne �0 � 0 and then inductively�n+1 = minfk > �n : Xk 2 S [ fv; wgg; n = 0; 1; � � � ;with �n+1 =1 if �n =1.Because almost every random walker will eventually be absorbed at a twin or bound-ary node, Pv[�S <1] = 1, and hence Pv[� <1] = 1. By Lemma 6.7.4, we haveW (v) = Ev[W (X�)] =W (w) �Pv[� = �w] +W (X�S) �Pv[� = �S]:(12)Our interest is in a lower bound on Pv[� = �w]; we obtain it by looking at randomwalkers between return visits to v.Because the �n are stopping times, the following probabilities are well de�ned, inde-pendent of n: a = Pv[X�n+1 = w j X�n = v];b = Pv[X�n+1 = v j X�n = v];c = Pv[X�n+1 2 S j X�n = v]:They represent the probabilities that, upon leaving v, a random walker �rst hits theset S[fv; wg at w, v, or S, respectively. These events are mutually exclusive, and omitonly the possibility that [�n+1 =1], which has probability zero; therefore, a+b+c = 1.Using standard properties of conditional probabilities, we havePv[X� = w] � Pv[X�1 = w]+Xn �Pv[X�n+1 = w j X�n = v] � nYj=1Pv[X�j = v j X�j�1 = v]�= a + a � b+ a � b2 + � � � = a ( 11� b)= aa+ c :The probability that a random walker hits w immediately upon leaving v is the transi-tion probability pvw, so a � pvw. Under Hypothesis (H) and applying Lemma 8.3.1(ii)and Lemma 8.3.2(iii), this transition probability exceeds C5. Also, it is clear from thede�nitions that c < pvesc, where pvesc denotes the escape probability to S from v. Puttingthese facts together givesPv[X� = w] > aa + pvesc > C5C5 + pvesc :



CIRCLE PACKINGS 49Returning to (12) and noting that W (X�S) � 0, we obtain the inequalityW (v) > W (w) � C5C5 + pvesc :The Harnack inequality will therefore hold with constantCh = supv2KE C5 + pvescC5 > 1 :(13)9.4. Dependence on Mesh Size. It remains to show that Ch goes to 1 as mesh (P )goes to zero. By (13), it su�ces to prove that the escape probabilities pvesc go to zerouniformly for v 2 KE. Though it would be preferable to prove this directly withestimates, the only argument we have uses diagonalization to arrive at a contradiction;so we work with sequence of circle packings.Assumption 9.4.1. Assume that there exists � > 0 and a sequence fPng of circlepackings satisfying Hypothesis (H) so that mesh (Pn) goes to zero butp(n)esc > �:(14)That is, for each n there is the Markov process Mbn associated with some stage of theevolution of Pn towards its Andreev packing; a designated node v(n) 2 GEn ; and theconcomitant escape probability p(n)esc from v(n) to the absorbing nodes of Gn so that (14)holds.Note that for each n, the process Mbn is associated with Kn(r(tn)) for some tn 2 [0; 1).There is no relationship assumed between the parameters tn for di�erent values of n.Likewise, there is no relationship assumed between the nodes v(n) | we simply requirethat v(n) belong to GEn .We work towards a contradiction in stages: Based on Assumption 9.4.1, we �rstextract a �nite graph and an associated limiting random walk from the sequence ofprocesses Mbn. Next, we compare this to the simple random walk on the same graph.This we compare in turn to the simple random walk on a regular 2-dimensional lattice.The properties of this last process are very well known, and it is here that we reach acontradiction with a famous result of P�olya.9.5. Stage I. Fix an integer m > 2. We start by constructing a �nite graph Nm whichembeds in in�nitely many of the graphs fGng.It is best to work geometrically; in the following discussion, we will identify Kn withits geometric realization as carr (Pn). A vertex w 2 Kn is said to be in generation kif k is the smallest number of edges in an edge path from w to the distinguished vertexv(n). Let L denote the subcomplex of Kn spanned by the vertices of generation nogreater than m; that is, L contains these vertices, all edges bounded by pairs of thesevertices, and all faces bounded by triples of these edges. Incorporate any \islands",



50 KENNETH STEPHENSONsubcomplexes of the complement of L which L separates from the boundary verticesof Kn. The resulting simply connected subcomplex of Kn is denoted Kmn .By Hypothesis (H), E2 � Kn, while the designated vertex v(n) is in E. We mayassume henceforth that n is su�ciently large that mesh (Pn) < �=2m. This implies�rst that all boundary vertices of Kn must be of generation greater than m and secondthat the vertices of Kn of generation up to and including m lie in E1. Since E1 isa Jordan region, Kmn � E1. Note for later reference that the vertices of @Kmn areprecisely generation m.We claim that the number of vertices ofKmn is bounded, the bound depending only onm and Cr: The uniform bound d on the degree of vertices of Kn easily implies uniformbounds on the number of vertices of L and on the number of edges in the boundaryof L. The latter, in turn, implies a uniform bound on the number of islands whichmust be adjoined to L in forming Kmn . The vertices in these islands are of generationgreater than m. There is no combinatoric reason for a bound on their number, butthere is a geometric one related to Cr. Namely, the circles of Pn associated with thevertices of an island must be comparable in size to the circles associated with thesurrounding boundary of L. We already noted a uniform bound on the number of thelatter, implying a uniform bound on the number of the former. All together then, wehave a bound on the number of vertices of Kmn .Standard arguments imply that the subcomplex Kmn is simplicially equivalent to oneof only �nitely many complexes, independent of n. In conjunction with this, the PigeonHole Principle implies that there exists an in�nite collection of indices fnjg so that thesubcomplexes Kmnj are simplicially equivalent to one another. The 1-skeleton of thiscommon (abstract) subcomplex will be denoted Nm and will be the graph of interest.By throwing out the other indices, we may assume henceforth that Nm embeds in the1-skeleton of Kn for every n and spans a simply connected subcomplex of Kn. It hasan \origin" � which corresponds for each n with the designated vertex v(n) 2 KEn anda \boundary" @Nm which correspond for each n with @Kmn .Though Nm is an abstract graph, it embeds geometrically in carr (Pn), it embedssimplicially in Kn, and it embeds as a subgraph of standard nodes from Gn. We movefreely among these various identi�cations as we proceed. The essential properties ofNm are these:(a). � belongs to at least three edges of Nm.(b). @Nm consists of nodes of generation m from �.(c). @Nm separates v(n) from @Gn.(d). The nodes of Nm embed in Kn as vertices of KE1n .As a subgraph of Gn, Nm contains the �rst m generations of standard nodes aboutv(n). We use conductances to de�ne the random walk onNm as a limit of the restrictions



CIRCLE PACKINGS 51to Nm of the random walks Mbn. Focus on neighboring nodes v; w of Nm. By property(d) above, Lemma 8.3.1(i) and Lemma 8.3.2(i), the corresponding edge in Gn has aconductance C(n)vw satisfying C�14 � C(n)vw � C4. Since there are �nitely many edges inNm, we can assume (via diagonalization and extraction of a subsequence) thatbCvw = limn!1fC(n)vw gexists for every edge (v; w) of Nm. It is immediate that the numbers bCvw satisfycompanion properties to the original conductances; namelyC�14 � bCvw � C4; bCvw = bCwv; v; w 2 Nm:Put bCvw = 0 if v and w are not neighbors. As we have done before, we use these toprescribe a random walk on Nm: De�ne the node conductances bCv = Pw2N bCvw; v 2Nm. Then qvw = bCvw=bCv; v; w 2 Nmde�nes the collection of transition probabilities for a reversible Markov process on Nm.Our interest is in the escape probability from � to @Nm, to be denoted pIesc. Recallthat the conductance for Mbn at a node v 2 Gn is given byC(n)v = C(n)vv0 +Xw C(n)vw :By Lemma 8.3.2(ii), the conductance C(n)vv0 to the absorbing twin goes to zero as meshgoes to zero; putting all of this together givesqvw = bCvwbCv = limn C(n)vwC(n)v = limn p(n)vw ; v; w 2 Nm:(15)We can use this to get a bound on pIesc. The escape probability p(n)esc for Mbn is theprobability that a random walker starting at v(n) will be absorbed at a twin or boundarynode of Gn before returning to v(n). By (c) above, if we modify this escape probabilityby replacing the condition \hit the boundary ofGn" by \hit a node of @Nm", it can onlyincrease. It is immediate from (15) and the lower bound � on the escape probabilitiesfor the Gn, that pIesc > � > 0. This completes Stage I, and we summarize.Summary I . Under Assumption 9.4.1 and given m > 2, there exists a graph Nmwith the following properties:(a). Nm has a designated node � and a designated boundary @Nm whose nodes arecombinatoric distance m from �.(b). There exist circle packings P satisfying Hypothesis (H) and having arbitrarilysmall mesh so that Nm may be embedded in the 1-skeleton of the associated complexK. In this embedding, � is mapped to a vertex of KE and the embedded image of Nmcontains all vertices of K whose combinatoric distance from � is no greater than m.



52 KENNETH STEPHENSON(c). There is a reversible random walk de�ned on Nm whose associated edge conduc-tances lie in [C�14 ;C4] and whose escape probability from � to @Nm satis�es pIesc > �:9.6. Stage II. Our next objective is to move from the limiting random walk de�ned onNm above to the simple random walk on Nm. The comparison reects the irrelevanceof bounded twiddling (see [11, x8.3]) and relies on Rayleigh's Monotonicity Law.For our particular application, let C be the collection of limiting conductances onthe edges of Nm derived in the previous subsection and let C0 be the collection ofconstant conductances, having value C4 for each edge. The former gives the randomwalk of Summary I, while the latter gives the simple random walk. Let pIesc and pIIesc,respectively, denote the escape probabilities from � to @Nm. By Summary I, C � C0,so the monotonicity law implies CEFF � C 0EFF:The node � has degree at least 3 and at most d. In particular, the node conductancesat � satisfy C� � 3C�14 ; C4d � C 0�:Computing escape probabilities, we havepIesc = CEFFC� � C4CEFF3 � (C24d3 )(C 0EFFC 0� ) = (C24d3 )pIIesc:With the information on pIesc from Summary I, this completes Stage II and we maysummarize.Summary II . Under Assumption 9.4.1 and given m > 2, there exists a graph Nmso that conditions (a) and (b) from Summary I hold and so that the escape probabilityfrom � to @Nm for the simple random walk satis�espIIesc > (C24d3 )�:9.7. Stage III. Our �nal objective is to move from the simple random walk on Nmto the simple random walk on a more regular and well understood graph.De�nition 9.7.1. Let Z2 denote the in�nite graph formed by the 2-dimensional latticeof points in the plane having integer coordinates, with horizontal and vertical neighborsconnected by edges. Denote by 0 the node of Z2 at the origin.For a positive integer k, the k-fuzz of Z2, denoted Z2k, is the graph obtained fromZ2 by introducing an edge between any two nodes which are a combinatoric distanceno more than k apart in Z2 and are not already connected by an edge.The constant Cr enters again in a crucial way in showing that the graph Nm of StagesI and II can be embedded in Z2k for a positive integer k which is independent of m.Behind this is another notion taken from [11], namely that of a civilized embedding.Lemma 9.7.2. Let k denote the smallest integer which exceeds 8p2Cr. Then for anyinteger m > 2, Nm can be embedded in Z2k , with � mapped to 0. Moreover, given any



CIRCLE PACKINGS 53positive integer n, if m � 4n2k2, then the nodes of @Nm are combinatoric distance atleast n from 0 in Z2k .Proof: By Summary I, Nm may be identi�ed with a subgraph in the complex K ofsome circle packing P satisfying Hypothesis (H). P itself is not important here, but Nmgets carried along when we embed K as carr (P ), and we get additional informationabout Nm from this geometric setting.We compare the geometric version of Nm with a scaled version of Z2. ContractZ2 by the euclidean scaling factor s = mesh (P )2Cr and denote the resulting graph byZ2. Neighboring nodes of Z2 are (euclidean) distance s apart, and no circle of P hasradius less than s=2; so this scaling ensures that every circle of P contains a node ofZ2. Identify each node of Nm with a node of Z2 lying in the corresponding circle ofP . Nodes of Z2 lying in tangent circles of P are within euclidean distance 4 �mesh (P )of one another, so their combinatoric distance in Z2 can be no more than 8p2Cr � k.Thus, nodes of Nm sharing an edge will be identi�ed with nodes of Z2 which share anedge in the k-fuzz of Z2. Clearly, the k-fuzz of Z2 can be identi�ed with Z2k so that � isidenti�ed with 0. This proves the �rst part of the lemma.Now assume n > 0 and �x m > 16n2k2. By Summary I(b), we may assume withoutloss of generality that mesh (P ) is so small that nks < �=2. Let �1 and �2 denote thediscs of radius nks and 2nks, respectively, centered at �. Any nodes of Nm which arecombinatoric distance n or less from 0 in Z2k , are associated with circles of P whichintersect �1. We argue that these must be of combinatoric distance less than m from� in Nm; in particular, none can be belong to @Nm.The circles of P are comparably sized, with none having euclidean radius less thans=2, but this alone is not enough to ensure that later generation circles of P cannot begeometrically close to �. We also need the fact that the circles associated with Nm �llup a region around �: Recall that � was chosen to be a vertex of KE; in particular,�2 � carr (P ). The circles of P are non-overlapping and have radii at least s=2, so byeuclidean area considerations, P has no more than 16n2k2 of its circles lying in �2. Itis therefore evident that any circle touching �1 can be reached from � by chain of lessthan 16n2k2 circles.De�nition 9.7.3. Given a positive integer n, de�ne Zn to be the subgraph of Z2k con-sisting of the �rst n generations about node 0, with @Zn denoting the nodes of preciselygeneration n.Fixing n > 0 andm = 16n2k2, we are now in position to compare escape probabilities:De�ne Mn = Nm \ Zn and @Mn = Nm \ @Zn. All the random walks we consider aresimple random walks and the escape probabilities are escapes from 0 to the designatedboundary. Let qesc denote the escape probability for Mn and pIIIesc = pIIIesc (n) the escapeprobability for Zn. We do the comparisons in two steps:First, consider Mn as a subgraph of Nm. By our choice of m and the last part ofLemma 9.7.2, a random walker on Mn starting at 0 will necessarily hit @Mn before



54 KENNETH STEPHENSONhitting @Nm. By Summary II this impliesqesc > pIIesc > (C24d3 )� :(16)Next, consider Mn as embedded in Zn. Since @Mn � @Zn, we can compare e�ectiveconductances. Our random walks are simple, so the transition probabilities are associ-ated with unit conductances for all edges of Zm. Write CMEFF and CZEFF for the e�ectiveconductances from 0 to @Mn and to @Zn, respectively. By Rayleigh's MonotonicityLaw, we can only increase the e�ective conductance by adding to Mn those edges ofZn which it lacks, so CMEFF � CZEFF. There are at least three edges from 0 in Mn andprecisely 2k(k+ 1) edges from 0 in Zn � Z2k . ThereforepIIIesc = CZEFF2k(k+ 1) � CMEFF2k(k+ 1) = (CMEFF3 )( 32k(k+ 1)) � ( 32k(k+ 1))qesc :(17)Combining the inequalities (16) and (17), we may now summarizeSummary III . Under Assumption 9.4.1, given n > 0, the escape probability from 0to @Zn for the simple random walk on Zn, denoted pIIIesc (n), satis�espIIIesc (n) > ( 32k(k+ 1)) (C24d3 )� :9.8. The Contradiction. We can now see a contradiction with a celebrated resultof P�olya regarding the behavior of simple random walks on the regular rectangulard-dimensional lattices Zd; d = 1; 2; 3; � � � . A simple random walk on an in�nite graphis recurrent if random walkers will return to their starting nodes with probabilityone, otherwise it is said to be transient.Theorem 9.8.1 (P�olya's Theorem [25]). The simple random walk is recurrent on Z1and Z2 and transient on Zd for d � 3.Our interest is in the 2-dimensional case only, and we require three additional results,for which we refer the reader again to Doyle and Snell [11, Chps. 5, 8]:(1). It can be shown that the k-fuzz of Z2, what we have denoted Z2k , is alsorecurrent.(2). This can be reformulated in terms of escape probabilities: The escapeprobability for Z2k , call it pesc, is the probability that a random walker startingat 0 will never return to 0. Recurrence is equivalent to pesc = 0.(3). The escape probability pesc is the limit as n goes to in�nity of theescape probabilities to the nth generation of Z2k . These are precisely theescape probabilities from the graphs Zn discussed in the previous section anddenoted pIIIesc (n).



CIRCLE PACKINGS 55However, under Assumption 9.4.1, Summary III tells us thatpesc = limn pIIIesc (n) > 32k(k+ 1)(C24d3 )� > 0:This is contrary to (1) and (2), and hence contradicts P�olya's Theorem. We concludethat the Assumption 9.4.1 is untenable, and our proof of the Local Harnack Inequalityis complete.Remark: The work of this section has been necessitated by the lack of an in�nitesupercomplex containing all the complexes Kn, as is provided by KH in the hexagonalcase (see x1.4). The simple random walk on KH is recurrent, and consequently itspositive harmonic functions are constant. The sense of this section is that on ourirregular graphs the random walks are \recurrent in the limit."10. Proof of the Key Lemma10.1. Introduction. We prove the Key Lemma via the Reduction 3.2.1. Given a circlepacking P satisfying Hypothesis (H), consider a mutually tangent triple (c0; c1; c2) ofcircles lying in E and the corresponding triple (~c0; ~c1; ~c2) of eP . Let T and eT denote thefaces they form in carr (P ) and carr ( eP ), respectively. We need to show that each angleof T is close to the corresponding angle of eT when P has su�ciently small mesh. Onecomplication remains before we apply our machinery | we need to measure angles inthe hyperbolic setting.10.2. Hyperbolic Angles. In addition to the euclidean triangles T and eT , the triple(c0; c1; c2) and its counterpart in eP form hyperbolic triangles T h and eT h, respectively.First, let us compare T to T h: Because c0; c1; c2 lie in the compact set E, mesh (P )small implies that these circles have small hyperbolic radii and that T h has smallhyperbolic diameter. Applying Lemma 4.2.4, we can make the angles of T as close tothose of T h as we wish by making mesh (P ) small. A similar strategy in eP requiresthe following geometric result.Lemma 10.2.1. There exists �; 0 < � � �; so that the following holds: If P satis-�es Hypothesis (H), eP is its Andreev packing, and fP : carr (P ) �! carr ( eP ) is thenormalized simplicial homeomorphism (see x2.2), then fP (E) � fw : jwj � 1� �g.Proof: We proved in Section 2.3 that fP is �-quasiconformal on int(carr (P )), where �depends only on the constant Cr of Hypothesis (H). Denote by � the open componentof carr (P )nE which forms a (topological) annulus separating E from 
c. Since �contains the �xed annulus E2nE, its conformal module Mod (�) is bounded below bysome C > 0, independent of P . It is well known (see [23, xI.7]) thatMod (fP (�)) > C=�:(18)



56 KENNETH STEPHENSONLet � = supfjwj : w 2 fP (E)g and let w0 2 E so that jf(w0)j = �. By our assumptionsand normalizations, 0 2 E and fP (0) = 0. Therefore, fP (�) lies in D and separates 0and w0 from @D, and we may compare it to the standard Gr�otzsch extremal domainB(�) = Dnfz : 0 � z � �g (see [23, xII.1]). In particular,Mod (fP (�)) � Mod (B(�)) = �(�);(19)where � is Gr�otzsch's module function. It is known that � : [0; 1] ! [0;1] is one-to-one, onto, and strictly decreasing. Comparing (18) and (19), we may choose� = minf�; ��1(C=�)g;and the proof is complete.We are now in position to compare eT and eT h: By Lemma 8.3.1(iii), when mesh (P ) issmall and because the circles c0; c1; c2 are associated with vertices ofKE, the hyperbolicradii of ~c0; ~c1; ~c2 are small. By the previous lemma, the circles forming eT and eT h liein the compact set fw : jwj � 1 � �g, independent of P . Another application ofLemma 4.2.4 therefore implies that we can make the angles of eT as close to those ofeT h as we wish by making mesh (P ) small.10.3. Reduction and Proof. In view of the above, we can dispense with comparing Tto eT and work entirely with the hyperbolic triangles T h and eT h. To establish notation,suppose v; u; w are vertices of KE forming a face and  (t) is the resulting angle at v inthe hyperbolic complex K(r(t)); 0 � t � 1. Thus,  (0) is the angle in T h while  (1)is the angle in eT h. The proof of the Key Lemma has now been reduced to the proof ofthe following.Lemma 10.3.1. Given � > 0, there exists � > 0 so that the following holds: If Psatis�es Hypothesis (H) and if  (t) is an angle associated with KE as described above,then mesh (P ) < � implies j (1)�  (0)j < �.Proof: Fix P satisfying Hypothesis (H). Recall that r(t) is a continuous path of radiusvectors from the radii R = r(0) associated with P to the radii eR = r(1) associatedwith eP . The angle  depends on the radii for v; u; w via the Cosine Rule, so  iscontinuous. Moreover, the entries of r(t) are �nite and di�erentiable for 0 � t < 1, so (t) is di�erentiable on [0; 1). We establish the conclusion by showing thatj (1)�  (0)j � Z 10 jd dt (t)jdt < �:Our situation is illustrated in Figure 7. We will adhere largely to the notations estab-lished earlier. However, as  depends on the radii at only three vertices, we �nd itconvenient to use names rather than rely on the earlier indices. The hyperbolic areaof the face containing  is A; the angle sums at v; u; w are �v; �u; �w, respectively. Asin earlier computations, we use v; u; w to designate both the vertices and their s-radii;
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bFigure 7. Setting for computations.we use rv; rw; ru to denote their hyperbolic radii. Finally, note that all these quantitiesare functions of t.The auxiliary function g(x; y; z) of x4.3.2 gives the angle at the vertex for x in ahyperbolic triangle formed by circles with s-radii x; y; z; its partials are g1; g2, and g3.In the setting of Figure 7, we have = g(v; u; w); � = g(u; v; w); � = g(w; u; v);A = � � g(v; u; w)� g(u; v; w)� g(w; u; v):Our estimate of d dt is obtained with the aid of a comparison to dAdv dvdt . The bound �will be determined in stages during the development, and will be assumed a postiorias a condition on the mesh size of P .First, the computations involving  : Of course, the s-radii v; u; and w depend on tand have di�erentials computed earlier as part of dr. Since  = g(v; u; w), we haved dt = g1(v; u; w)dvdt + g2(v; u; w)dudt + g3(v; u; w)dwdt :



58 KENNETH STEPHENSONWe recall the visitation distribution V and its relationship to r from Proposition 7.2.2:Vu = �@�u@ru �drudt = �@�u@u �dudt ; Vw = �@�w@rw �drwdt = �@�w@w �dwdt :Substitution gives the �nal formd dt = g1(v; u; w)dvdt + g2(v; u; w)�@�v@v ��1Vu + g3(v; u; w)�@�w@w ��1Vw :Next, the computations involving A: Here we proceed di�erently; as the notation isintended to suggest, we treat A as a function of the radius at v only, keeping u and wconstant. dAdv dvdt = �g1(v; u; w)dvdt � g2(u; v; w)dvdt � g3(w; u; v)dvdt :(20)In an important series of computations, we now convert this to a more useful form.First, using the notation established in Figure 7 and the geometric signi�cance of theauxiliary function h (see x4.3), note that@�w@v = @!@v = h(w; a; u; v) ; @�u@v = @�@v = h(u; w; b; v) ;@�v@w = h(v; a; u; w) ; @�v@u = h(v; b; w; u) :Now apply identity (1) with appropriate identi�cations of s-radii from Figure 7 to getg2(u; v; w) = g2(v; u; w)h(u; b; w; v)[h(v; b; w; u)]�1;g3(w; u; v) = g3(v; u; w)h(w; a; u; v)[h(v; a; u; w)]�1:Finally, recall the de�nitions of the transition probabilities from x6.4.1 to verify�@�u@v ��@�v@u ��1 = �@�u@u ��1�@�v@v ��pvupuv � ;�@�w@v ��@�v@w ��1 = �@�w@w ��1�@�v@v ��pvwpwv � :Putting these together givesdAdv dvdt =� g1(v; u; w)dvdt� g2(v; u; w)�@�u@u ��1�@�v@v ��pvupuv �dvdt(21) � g3(v; u; w)�@�w@w ��1�@�v@v ��pvwpwv �dvdt :An important feature to note in comparing expressions (20) and (21) is the order ofthe arguments occurring in the various partials of g. Substituting once more using the



CIRCLE PACKINGS 59visitation distribution V , we getdAdv dvdt =� g1(v; u; w)dvdt� g2(v; u; w)�@�u@u ��1�VvpvuVupuv �Vu� g3(v; u; w)�@�w@w ��1�VvpvwVwpwv �Vw :Addition and regrouping givesjd dt + dAdv dvdt j � jg2(v; u; w)�@�u@u ��1� 1� �VvpvuVupuv � �Vuj(22) + jg3(v; u; w)�@�w@w ��1� 1� �VvpvwVwpwv � �Vwj :Now we are in position to apply the estimates developed earlier. First, the visitationdistribution V , appropriately weighted by conductances, gives the weighted visitationfunction U , which by Lemma 7.3.2 is a positive harmonic function for the processMb. Given any � > 0, we may apply the Local Harnack Inequality and assume thatmesh (P ) is so small thatj1� U(v)U(u) j < � ; j1� U(v)U(w) j < � :By the identity pvuCv = puvCu, we havej1� �VvpvuVupuv �j = j1� �VvCuVuCv �j = j1� U(v)U(u) j < �;(23)and likewise By the identity pvuCv = puvCu, we havej1� � VvpvuVwpvw �j < � :(24)The angle sum �u consists of the angle � plus angles from the other faces to which ubelongs. By the Monotonicity Lemma, all these angles decrease when u increases, sowe have �@�u@u � < �@�@u� = g1(u; v; w) < 0. Along with Lemma 4.4.1(ii), this givesjg2(v; u; w)�@�u@u ��1j < jg2(v; u; w)g1(u; v; w)j � C1 ;where C1 is independent of P . Likewise,jg3(v; u; w)�@�w@w ��1j < C1 :



60 KENNETH STEPHENSONPutting this with (23) and (24) in (22) and noting that dAdv dvdt is positive givesjd dt j � C1 � � � � jVuj+ jVwj �+ jdAdv dvdt j= C1 � � � � j�@�u@u �dudt j+ j�@�w@w �dwdt j �+ dAdv dvdt :We are now in position to integrate. The term j@�u@u j = � @�u@u goes to in�nity asmesh (P ) goes to zero, but we can apply Lemma 8.3.1 as follows: Write@�u@u = X(u;y;z) g1(u; y; z) ;(25)where the sum is over all triples (u; y; z) forming faces in the star of u. As t goesfrom 0 to 1, Lemma 8.3.1(i) implies that the s-radius u increases from its initial valueu0 = u(0) to no more than u1 = uC10 . By Lemma 8.3.1(iii), when mesh (P ) is small, wewill have u1 < 4, say. The inequality of Lemma 4.4.1(iii) now givesZ u1u0 jg1(u; y; z)j du � C2 Z u1u0 1pu(u� 1) du � C2 Z u1u0 1u� 1 du = C2 ln(uC10 � 1u0 � 1 ) :One easily veri�es with L'Hôpital's rule that this is bounded by a constant C for u0small. Since there are at most d faces in the sum (25), we see that for small mesh,Z 10 j@�u@u (t)j dt < d � C :The same inequality holds for w.In integrating dAdv dvdt , one must be cautious. The integral does not give the changein area of the face (v; u; w) between t = 0 and t = 1 (which is clearly small if mesh (P )is small) because we have been treating A as a function of v alone, keeping u and wconstant. The fact that u and w change with tmeans that dAdv dvdt is not the same as dAdt .Nevertheless, we have more than enough estimates to handle this: By Lemma 4.4.3,Z 10 dAdv dvdt dt � C4 Z 10 dvdt dt = C4(v(1)� v(0));where C4 goes to zero as the s-radii v; u; w go to 1. By Lemma 8.3.1(iii), v(0) and v(1)are bounded by expf2C3mesh (P )g:



CIRCLE PACKINGS 61By making mesh (P ) small, we can thus forceZ 10 dAdv dvdt dt < � :In summary, by making mesh (P ) small we havej (1)�  (0)j � Z 10 jd dt j dt � (2C1C + 1) � � ;for any preassigned � > 0. In particular, there is � such that j (1) �  (0)j < � ifmesh (P ) < �. This completes our proof of Lemma 10.3.1.The Key Lemma follows from this result, so we have now established the convergenceof the simplicial mappings to the conformal mapping in the Main Theorem. Withthat convergence con�rmed, convergence of the ratio functions to the modulus of thederivative follows much as it does in the classical setting; see [14], where this is proven inquite general circumstance by means of the discrete Schwarz and Distortion theorems.In the author's view, the identity contained in formulae (20) and (21) is central tothe success of our program. To stengthen the intuition which lies behind it, we closethe paper by revisiting the electrical circuit analogy suggested in Section 3.11. Electrical Circuits11.1. Introduction. The image of di�erential curvature moving among the circles ofa packing in the same way that electrons move about an electrical circuit can be a veryfruitful source of intuition, particularly since many of us share some insight into thebehavior of electrical circuits without special knowledge of any underlying model. Weintroduced the electrical analogy in Section 3, and our intention here is to make theimagery more explicit by interpreting some of the details which have now emerged.An electrical circuit or network consists of nodes and connecting wires. The circuitassociated with a circle packing P has a node for each circle and a wire between nodesof tangent circles. In addition, a wire connects each node to ground, allowing for\leakage". Electrons represent (di�erential) quantities of angle, called curvature. Thesituation we face involves placing an initial curvature \charge" at speci�ed boundarynodes, determining where it ultimately leaks to ground as it ows about the network,and drawing appropriate conclusions. Our discussion will be non-rigorous, and wetake for granted the naive, discrete-time random walk model of electrical networks asdescribed so well in Doyle and Snell [11], to which the reader is directed for furtherreferences.11.2. Circuits. The overall electrical behavior of an electrical circuit N is determinedby its combinatorics and by the electrical properties of the individual wires. Theconductance of a wire, reciprocal of the more familiar electrical resistance, representsthe ease with which current can move along the wire (without regard to direction); anelectron moves from node to node based on transition probabilities, which in turn are



62 KENNETH STEPHENSONcomputed at each node (see (7)) from the conductances of the wires leaving that node.The movement of electricity through a wire is related by Ohm's Law to the voltagedrop across the wire and the conductance. Consequently, by placing an initial chargeon the network and observing the resulting currents, one can infer a voltage functionon the nodes of N . Kirchho�'s Law, which states that the total current owing intoa node must equal the total current owing out, implies that the voltage is given by aharmonic function.An important special case for our purposes is that in which N has no connectionto ground. A charge placed on the network cannot leave, and it is evident that it willdistribute itself in such a way that no further net ow will take place. The ultimatedistribution of the initial charge is proportional to what is termed the stationarydistribution s. Suppose Cij are the edge conductances of N , Cj the node conductances,and C = Pj Cj the total conductance. The transition probabilities are de�ned bypij = Cij=Ci and comprise a transition matrix T . The stationary distribution s is theunique probability distribution satisfying s � T = s: One easily veri�es thats = [sj] = [C1=C; C2=C; � � � ; Ck=C] :Indeed, the lack of net ow across an edge i; j is expressed bysjpij = CijC = CjiC = sipji :(26)Any distribution which is a constant multiple of s is termed an equilibrium distribu-tion. Note that such a distribution is in general nonconstant, although the fact that itis associated with no net current ow means that the corresponding voltage functionis constant.Now let us turn to a circuit N associated with some circle packing P . Our interest isin P with small mesh, and in this case N is large and the conductances to ground aresmall (Lemma 8.3.1(ii)). The work of Section 9 is directed at proving that such net-works mimic (uniformly) those having no ground, as described above: Thus, thoughthere is no equilibrium distribution per se (since the current dissipates) the quantaof curvature take many steps before leaking to ground; the visitation distribution V(x7.2.1) reects their long term behavior and plays the role of an equilibrium distri-bution. The weighted distribution function U (x7.3.1) represents the voltage. Becausethe voltage is given by a harmonic function, we are able to use a Harnack inequalityin order to quantify how close U comes to being constant. In essense, this measureshow closely V mimics an equilibrium.However, it is in Section 10 that the deeper connections among the circuit model,circle packing, and geometry emerge. After all, our real concern is not with current orvoltage, but rather with the e�ects of the circuit behavior on a particular angle  ofsome face deep in the circle packing | that angle is associated with the ambient ge-ometry. Even though our model of circuits is not completely appropriate for the task,we may draw further on the electrical analogy to suggest the relevance of geometry:Consider a thin (i.e., 2-dimensional) homogeneous plate 
 of conducting material. It



CIRCLE PACKINGS 63is perfectly reasonable to approximate its electrical properties by approximating itsshape using a �ne network of wires forming a circuit. Geometry enters with the word\homogeneous"; a static charge on 
 will, when it reaches equilibrium, have a spatialdistribution which is nearly uniform deep within the plate's interior. However, whenthe plate is replaced by a discrete circuit, the charge will necessarily be concentratedat nodes. The discrete distribution of charge among the nodes which most closelyapproximates the continuous distribution of charge on the plate now depends heavilyon the layout of the nodes; moreover, the wires must have appropriate conductances sothat the charge actually assumes the desired distribution at equilibrium. All of this iseasy if, for example, one could use an approximating circuit based on an in�nite regularrectangular (or hexagonal) pattern of closely spaced wires. Notice that geometry en-ters very inconspicuously here, since symmetry alone suggests (rightly) that each wireshould have the same conductance. But we don't have the luxury of choosing such nicenetworks; instead, we are faced with circuits coming from circle packings, and each hasprescribed combinatorics and a geometric layout which is forced upon us by the radiiof the circles. What should be the choice of edge conductances in this setting? Well,this is the very heart of our model: The conductances determined by circle radii in ac-cordance with De�nition 6.5.1 seem to be the appropriate ones; they link the geometryof the pattern of circles to the equilibrium conditions of the corresponding electricalcircuit. We will close with a �nal computation showing this link, but �rst a commenton conductance: Unlike transition probabilities, conductances are properties of the\wires" themselves. The probabilities in Section 6 are motivated by conservation ofhyperbolic angles/areas and have a convenient physical interpretation in terms of howmuch angle goes where; they depend on the whole ensemble of a ower, and typicallypij 6= pji. The conductances, on the other hand, are more subtle; the conductance ofan edge depends only on the radii of the circles at the two ends and their commonneighbors and Cij = Cji. Though Cij seems to have no direct physical meaning, itsomehow represents the ease with which curvature ows (in either direction!) betweennodes i and j.11.3. The Geometric/Electric Connection. A �nal computation should con�rmthe intimacy of the link between the geometric and electrical behavior in our model:Suppose P is a circle packing laid out in the hyperbolic plane, and consider the partic-ular face (v; u; w) represented in Figure 7. A is its area and  is the angle at v whichhas been of special interest. We use the various notations and auxiliary functions in-troduced earlier. Also, since our work is informal, we will be somewhat liberal withdi�erential notation. For instance, we may reinterpret the visitation distribution V interms of di�erential angle: Consider a node vj. Each amount of curvature arriving atvj must be passed along to area or to the neighbors; this is done by making an appro-priate increase in radius drj resulting in a decrease in angle sum d�j which preciselymatches the amount of curvature. We are justi�ed, therefore, in writingV = [d�1; d�2; � � � ; d�k] :



64 KENNETH STEPHENSON(Recall that the initial curvature charge d� is negative, as are the di�erentials d�j.)The Circuit Computation: Recall that after placing a curvature charge on the bound-ary of the circuit and letting it ow to ground, V gives the quantity of curvature whichhas visited each of the various nodes (as distinct from the amount deposited as areaat each node). When mesh is small, we have observed that V approximates an equi-librium distribution. For the sake of argument, assume that leakage is zero and thatV is an equilibrium distribution. The identity (26) then impliesd�ipij = d�jpji :(27)Referring to Figure 7 and relying on associated s-radii and De�nition 6.4.1, we havethe following: pvw = � (@!@v )(@�v@v )�1 =) d�vpvw = � (@!@v ) dv ;pwv = � ( @@w )(@�w@w )�1 =) d�wpwv = � ( @@w ) dv :Applying the identity (27),dw = (@!@v )( @@w ) dv = h(w; a; u; v)h(v; a; u; w) dv :Likewise, du = h(u; b; w; v)h(v; b; w; u) dv : These reect the relationships in dr among radii ad-justments upon reaching equilibrium| that is, knowing the total of adjustments madeat v, one can compute the concomitant totals at u and w. Substituting these into thedi�erential of the angle d = g1(v; u; w)dv+ g2(v; u; w)du+ g3(v; u; w)dw, we arrive atthe following:d = [ g1(v; u; w) + g2(v; u; w)h(w; a; u; v)h(v; a; u; w) + g3(v; u; w)h(w; a; u; v)h(v; a; u; w) ] dv :(28)The Geometric Conputation: Next we carry out a computation depending solely onthe geometry of the circle packing P and independent of the dynamics of the circuitmodel; namely, we compute the di�erential of A = ��g(v; u; w)�g(u; v; w)�g(w; u; v)as a function of the s-radius at v, givingdA = � [g1(v; u; w) + g2(u; v; w) + g3(w; u; v)] dv:(29)The Connection: If we substitute into (28) using the identities (1), note the order ofthe arguments, and compare to (29), we receive a most pleasant surprise! d = � dA:That is:
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